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Lewiston Starts Hot Line
by Norman Brillant
The City of Lewiston now has its O\\'.n
AIDS hotline. As of January 1985 the Central Maine Health Foundation has estabIished a local line for Lewiston and surrounding areas . Despite a watts line located in
Portland members of the Lewiston gay .community felt a real need to attend to the needs
of their own and took action to i;:stablish its
own AIDS information and sup·port system.
The Central Maine Health Foundation
currently works out of a facility on Bates
Street above the Sportsmans Bar. Already
a computer has been installed to assist its
twelve volunteer phone operators in supplying callers with needed answers about the
symptoms of AIDS and available facts surrounding .the disease. A list of physicians
and rules for safe sex are also ready to be
referred to callers in need.
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· The Mainl.'. Ll.'. ~h ian /Ga y Pulitil.'.al
Allia1Ke·~ Annual l\-kcting am.I Fundrai~ing/Cekhratl>i") Dinnl.'.r url.'.w apprm..imatl.'.l) 100 peupk tu Augm,ta un January IS.
· Repre~entati vl.'. ~ from Ne w Hamp~hin:· :,
Citizen~· Allia1Ke for Gay anu Le~hian
Righb anu thl.'. Rhoue hlanu /\llianl.'.l.'. for
Lesbian anu Gay Right:-. . a~ well as Ke vi n
Cathcart. Execufivl.'. Director of Gay & Lc~bian Auvocates & Dcfenucrs in Boston. anu
Tom Chorlton. Executive Director of the
National As~ociation· uf Gay & Lesbian
Democratic Club~ in Washington . D .C..
joincu Maine MLGPA memBL:rs in l.'.ele.b rating the acni'mplishment~ of the group·~
first yea r anu ·planning for thl.'. next.
Openly gay Boston City Councillor Daviu
Srn11uras keynoteu the morning session with
·a talk on thl.'. nuts anu bulb of running for
political officl.'.. Chorlton rounue<l out the
wo rkshup with a uescriptiun of the As·sociation ·~ Lesbian anu Gay C _m<li<latl.'. Project.
Members pre~l.'.nt i'l.'.-elccteu Dale McCor111ick (Yarmouth). Marty Sabol (Bangor).
an<l Diane Elze (South Portlanu) Presi<lent.
Secretary. an<l Treasurer. respectively.
Stccrin~ Committee members clectc<l to a
·socon<l ~ term were Dick Harrison . (New
Swcuen). Joe Keelan (Lewiston). Barb
Wood (Portlan<l) an<l Nancy Fritz (Gardiner). New commi ttee members arc Harry
Gordon. (Bangor), Paula Aboud (Litchfield).
Ray Robichaud (Waterville). Charlie Dwyer
(Portland). Lin~la Shannon (Camden) .
Joanne Dauphinee (Brewer), Al Hurley
(Lewiston). anu Pl.'.tcr Giroux (Waterville Alternate).
Reminding the auuicnce that. "You can't
beg for respl.'.cl. You can't get legitimized
by asking someone to like you. What you
can Ju is get respect by getting power."
Scundras urge<l people to get invulve<l in

After months of planning the facility is in
working order. with aspirations to provide
even more. Various fund raisers such as car
washes, flea markets and -donations from
Sportsmans and other local businesses have
enabled CMHF to begin the service.
"We receive about six calls a month with
individuals requesting information or help,"
said one volunteer. Though Lewiston has no
confirmed cases of AIDS, natives of the area
have been victimized while residing in other
locations. As public awareness incre~es and
the disease spreads, Lewiston will be
prepared to handle the problem with its own
support system.
Currently the hot line is open Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 7-11 p.m. And Sundays
from 8-11 p.m. When operators are not able
to be on duty an answering service supvlies
callers with the number for the Portland
facility. Anyone needing assistance may call
CMHF at 207-782-6113.

Draft Platform

~
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Supports Gay/Lesbian Rights
by Elzl'
Gearing up for this spring's State Convention , the Democratic Party Platform Committee in January passed unanimously
several statements supporting gay and lesbian issues.
According to Democratic State Committee member Jay Ketover, the draft platform
calls -for the inclusion of "sexual orientation'' in the Maine Human Rights Act as a
protected category, increjlsed funding for
research into and treatment of AIDS , and
opposes HTLV-ill testing as a condition for
employment and insurability .
Ketover, also on the 40-member Platform
Committee, had earlier sought the posi~ion

statements from Dale McCormick , President ·
of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance.
Margie Nation-King, Secretary of the
Waldo County Democratic Committee and
a member of the Platform Committee, told
Our Paper, "Everyone was very much in
agreement. "
The draft platform will be heard at public
hearings in all counties during March. The
Committee will then reconvene in April to
finalize the platform for consideration at the
State Convention. The convention is
scheduled for May 9 at Colby College in
Waterville . For any additional amendments •
to be heard from the floor, a petition signed
by at least 33 delegates must be submitted
by May 2.

PA Cele r
lishmen~-~~~~~~~ ~::;,.J
Annual Meeting Draws 100
electoral politics because "Elct:toral politic~ lose an election as.my friend Mel King once
told me. ·· (Lung-time supporter and friend
is about power." Sconura~ shared why he
bclicve!s. gay men anu le,\bians should run for - of the gay an<l lesbian community, King ran
for mayor of Boston in 1983 and recentl y
office. a major rl.'.ason being. "You can't

David Scondras, openly gay Boston City Councillor, presents
the nuts and bolts of runnin for office.

announced his candidacy for Tip O'Neill's
Sth Congressional District scat.) Scondras
explained, "The fact that you run as an
openly lesbian or gay person means
· everybody is going to talk about it - at least
more people arc going to talk about those
issues than before." He drew chuckles as
he added . "At the same time .it's begcr if
you win."
Scondras introduced Tom Chorlton who
was instrumental in convening November 's
National Conference of Openly Lesbian and
Gay Elected and Appointed Officials in West
HoJlywood, California. Describing the conference a~ " the launch pad of a long-term
project for gay and lesbian candidates,··
Chorlton believes it will bring more gay men
and women into the political mainstream "to
make sure we'll have power." The project
will include: a candidate brochure containing photos and bios of all 1986' s gay and
le!sbian candidates; regional trainingscminars focusing on campaign management, setting a campaign agenda, using the
media, and fundraising; an annual conference similar to the one held in West
Hollywood; and the support and nurturing
of potential candidates .
Chorlton challenged those present to "go
home and do some soul-searching to make
certain those of you who have the capabili ty - who know you have the instinctive
political sense to make it happen - start
thinking now about running for elective office ... He ended by calling attention to ·a
lesson taught us by Harvey Milk - " If you
lo!sc the first time, you run the second time .
And if you lose the second time , you go out
and work the third time ."
Following Chorlton's remarks, Scondras,
with a focus on local elections because
" that' s where our strength lies and it can
have tremendous impact nationally, '' con-

,·

-L etters
Dear Editor;
The purpose of this letter is to appr~ise
you well in advance of the 3rd Annual Gay
Pride Masquerade Ball sponsored by the
Sportsman Club in Lewiston to be held April
12, 1986 at the Lewiston Multipurpose
Center.
Annually, this event has developed into
an item of substantial importance to the
media. The public at large is being impacted
chie,fly in terms of its growing awareness
and acceptance of its massive gay and !esbian community. The gay and lesbian community has obviously an eveq greater in. terest·. They may want to attend and Our
Paper is their only means of knowing of it
since a large number do not come to the gay
clubs or bar_s where promotions of this type
usually take place. They need to know that
something tremendously important is taking
pjace to stir up the stagnation of loneliness
and isolation. There is in this event, albeit
too' rare, a fresh water oasis where they can
come to drink their fill of relaxed acceptance
and companionship as well as to demonstrate
en masse a strength of unity and personal
affirmation and ' pride. This is why the
Sportsman Club has in past years and is
again sponsoring this event. The event is not
commercially motivated and in no way does
it serve ·t he purpose . of personal
aggrandizement.
I feel it ·necessary to make that last statemerit (with the acknowledgement of perhaps
some assumptions on my part) because in
the past two years Our Paper has not
covered this event except in a minimally
token way.
In 1984, 215 people attended. In 1985 ,
400 people attended, some of whom came
not orily as individuals but to represent
numerous local gay and/or lesbian groups
indigenous not only to Maine but also to
New Hampshire, Vermont,. Connecticut,
Massachusetts and Canada. In 1986, we anticipate a gathering of 600 plus. This
represents nearly 100% and 200% increase
respectively since 1984 and a 150% increase
in attendance over 1985.
The crowd has been diverse representing
not only local and out of state g,roups, but
also the full spectrum of those "in the
closet" anonymous persons, those who are
"out," liberals , activists, conservatives,
moderates, blue collar, white collar, professional, business, you name it. The full complement of the gay community was· there.
A true testament to gay pride and unity in
diversity.
·
. . .
This year the Gay Pride Dance theme is
~NITY and is being promoted statewide

Consider This Invitation

from Kittery to Fort Kent with even more
assertive efforts reaching out to Canada and
other New England states.
For past years we owe a debt of gratitude
to the Underground, The Cafe and to the
Gym who supplied top notch entertainment.
We also owe gratitude to the many gay and·
lesbian organizations and especially people
in the Lewiston-Auburn area for past
successes.
We will this year, as in the past, be
recognizing individuals and organizations
within the gay and lesbian community for
outstanding achievement in promulgating
gay and lesbian rights as well as for singular
contributions to the gay and lesbian movement and their effectiveness in bringing
about unity·
As you may recall, Our Paper was so
honored in 1984 as was Diane Matthews for
courageously asserting her right to remain
in the R.Q.T.C. In 1985 BAGLSC was
awarded recognition for forming their
organization and spearheading memorial
marches in remembrance of Charlie
Howard· The other award went to Dale
McCormick who was elected State
Democr~tic Delegate to the National
Convention.
. This year we will be giving two awards
and in addition, a personal .recognition
award .. These awards: .and recognitions
highlight personal contributions· and enhance
individual status within the gay and lesbian
cornm1.mity, as they should. · But, their importance go far beyond any individual status.
They provide a public and wonderful opportunity for emblazoning peer example and' for .
satisfyingadeepneed'in .ourcommunityfor
hope and inspiration.
.·
And it i_s with great anticipation and hope
. that this year 'Ou{ faper will give this event
the attention the gay and lesbian communi·ty so richly deserve. The Gay Pri~e Day and
Masquerade Ball is an event'tantamount to
an historical 'landmark in the evo1ving and
maturing pride and unity of our gay and lesb_ian community.

The Our Paper staff wants to let' you know things to do at home . Slot6_are available for
-how easy it can be to support this newspaper writers (news articles , commentaries, ficthrough both words and deeds (financial tion, poetry , reviews, humor, and more), ilsupport is also welcome, but that's another lustrators~ graphic artists, envelope stuffers ,
matter)_. To that end, three get-acquainted errand runners , label affixers, letter writers,
meetings have been planned : March 18 , proofreaders, and more. We are also lookApril 221, and May 20. These meetings will . ing for people who would like to jump in
provide an opportunity for interested peo- with both feet to make decisions, plan , and
ple to meet the staff and learn about produc- edit, along with all of the above - in other
tion of the paper, and to discover if there words, full-fledged collective members .
is a place they might fit in . We ' II start a litWhy not come let us know what you can
tle early - 7:00 p.m. - with refreshments do? If you can't make it on one of the above
and informal conversation and then you can dates, don't despair. Just give Fred a call
sit in on a regular meeting at 7:30.
at 773-5540 and he 'II work- something out.
·With a commitment of just one evening For those of you outside a reasonable driva month you can be a vital part of the ing distance, please consider contributing on
organization that makes Our Paper happen. paper; we'd like to know what you ' re doIf you have more time , we would welcome ing, thinking , and creating .
you for a larger commitment. You can work
Thanks for the help!
with us at meetings or we can give you

PURPOSE

***
Notable Quotable
From the Portland Press Heralll:
"A [Old Orchard Beach] camera store
owner who slapped and fondled his
female workers will be prosecuted for sexual discrimination despite his claim that
the charges should be dropped because he
·
treated male workers even worse."

***

.
Since_rely,
Roland Blais, Proprietor
Sportsqi~n Club

96 COURT ST.
Antique &Curio Shop

&

TEL 782-0638 • AUBURN, ME.

Nt2W L~f. . .1'ooks
~~~~-~-----~--.1---.

Open: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Sundays 12-5

--~--~~~~

438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841

207/596-0040

featuring art glass,
decorative lamps, art deco,
art nouveau, vintage
clothing, and jewelry

We specialize tn books by and about women, alternative health care and spirituallty.
See our new section of gay fiction
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 10-5:30

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
issues), $20 for two years, and $30 for
~hree years. Make checks payable to
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and
correspondence should be sent to OUR
PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland, .
Maine 04104.
Our Paper Collective
Fred Berger
Skip Brushaber
Alice Dunn
Diane Elze
! ulia Flanagan

graphiti

family portraits
136 Commercial Street
Portland, Maine 04101 .
(207) 773-0046 .

EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication any
material.that broadens our understand ,... '
ing of our lifestyles ana of ~ach other
Views and opinions appearing in thE
paper are those of_.the authors only.
All material submitted must be signed
and include an address and/ or phone
number, so we can contact the autho
should we need to consider editorial ·
revisions. However, within the pages o1
the newspaper, articles can appeai
anonymously, upon request, and stricl
confidentiality will be observed. No
revisions or rejections of material will
occur without dialogue with the author.
We welcome and encourage all oui
readers to submit material' for
publication and share your ·c omments,
criticisms and positive feelings with us.
Remember, OUR PAPER is Your
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
the 10th of the month.

o~r.11~ ~~·,
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OUR PAPER is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
as a voice for lesbians and gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
celebration, b;y .and for members of
the lesbian and gay men's
communities. We want the paper to
reflect our diversity, as well.

Barb Puls
Bruce Smith
Tom Sumner
P.S. Sutherland
Barbara Wood
Norm Brillant
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Jenna

Deborah Ward, prop.

Studios in East Winthrop
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Open Letter To All Lesbians
It has come to our attention that there has to society has been refuted by Anna Lee and
been a wave of male children 'born to les- others . (See Lesbian Ethics Vol. 1, No.
bians in the Maine gay community, follow- 2).**
If lesbians cannot realistically hope to proing a national trend . It is our concern that
lesbians seriously explore the intention and duce a non-sexist male-, then are there other
ramific~tions of birthing male children arguments that escape us for supporting lesbians being personally responsible for bring·within the current society.
One of the troubling factors of lesbians ing men into the world? As lesbians, we
birthing males is that given trends toward have chosen to not have males in our bodies ,
the use of sex pre-selection among straights haven't we?
We believe a lesbian mother is not morally
favoring male births , the sex ratio of the next
generation and generations to come is like- responsible for the future acts of her male
ly to be altered. with w9men becoming a child; but we are fundamentally at odds with
. the choice to produce a male child in the first
definite minority.
place.
Consider the following:
What's wrong with girl children, anyway?
What of the experience -C?f teenage girls and
young women in ten to 'twenty years when Why aren't female fetuses worth the extra
their peer group may consist of 60% to 70% effort required to ensure conception of
(plus??) males. What kind of pressures will females? Why should lesbians birth females
be on these women to be straight, bear only by chance, and not deliberately? The
children and be '' good girls. ' ' Society would lesbian has deliberately c,hosen to be a lesnot be able to allow women freedom to be bian, deliberately chooses to love women ,
lesbians or single certainly even to the ex - often deliberately chooses to live with and
share her life with a female - why would
tent that this is possible now .
Gay males will most likely be in a better she leave the birthing of a woman child to
position - As ·a superfluous group (by accident?
We would like to encourage dialogue from
numbers), there could not realistically be
lesbians who have children, tho.s e who are
·such pressure on men to be straight.
We are women now between the ages of considering having children, and those who
20 and 50. What will our lives be like in 20 have decided not to have any. Our goal is
years if the birth ratio in the years from 1984 not to produce a politically correct position
hence is 60-70% male? The scales are but to allow serious discussion apart from
already tipping . This change will not be sentimentalism and pro-family rhetoric on
noticeable to society in general until these this topic. We believe such discussion can
boys begin to reach their teenage years. We affect the decisions and choices of thinking
wiHbe older women subjected to even more lesbians.
The XX Chromosome League . ..
rape and assault, as the perpetrator class expands . Our daughters will be few compared
'**Lesbian Ethics, (tri-annual journal)
to men .
LE Publications
Do lesbians who refuse to abort male
P.O . Box 943
fetus' have a good reason for this? The arguVenice, CA. 90294
ment that a lesbian would raise a non-sexist
'ma!e •and m.~reby perform a valuable.service

THE GOOD EGG·.CAFE
705 Congress ~treet.
773 - 0801

PAPA J .O E'S
80 Water Street
Augusta

f riday and saturday
nites

bring _your friends!

L~s-be-Friends ·
I ' m a twenty-one year-old Lesbian , new
to Portland, seeking female friends and gay
support. I live at present with my saved-theday prayerful mother (who loves me dearly
but believes I'm a Lesbian in default, simply due to " bad experiences with men "),
after spending three lonely months on Orr's
Island.
I'm not really new to Portland, excepting ·
that this womyn I Am is even new to me
.. :artist, healer, ex-wife-mother-mentalpatient, pro-liberated-radical-separatist Les- .
bian, which I'm Spinning into in this new
Self-as-Womyn-identified time/space I've
found (see Mary Daly's Gyn/Ecology).
I did live for one month in Portland in
1983, upon returning from Oberlin College
to a broken home and penni'less, B.A.-less
future. I took LSD, went crazy, and escaped
into a hotter hell, called marriage (read as
''martyr-making misogyny maze''), where
I subsisted until last Spring, when I left.
So my previously-mad month in Portland
counts only, like the spoonful of spaghettisauce I just tasted, as a tantalizing test of my
subconscious hungers. Here I am again,
hoping to.fully feast at Portland's ·artistic,
political, spiritual, and social buffet writing this article as my public plea for
gourmet guidance·!*
*note: if this article is too ·metrocentric for you,
please move on to the next piece .,- or write your
own article! I'd love to hear how Our People make
it up in Presque Isle or over in Camden ...

Job-hunting and ~part:Jn<;nt-shopp.ing consumes my energy right n9w, but l'~e had
. precious times discovering a few of the
. delicacies Portland' offers. And what have
I found so far?
..
..
.'
Our Paper: meetings .on Tuesday ni"ghts at
Our B~oks. I'll be there! This paper
saved the Maine-focus of my radicalesbi~nism this past Summer of
Discovery .
Our Books: open Tt;1esday -Saturday , found
on Pine St. A place to matronize with '
pride! ·
. Wise Wymyn Books : Woodford 's Corner,
a pleasant space to find wymynidentified material and share
wymynews .
. Feminist Spiritual Community: 7:30 Mon- .
day meetings at The F.r iends
Meetinghouse. 'Had a great time there
last . summer but needed more of a
Lesbian-oriented ritual-life .
. USM Wymyn 's Forum: the matrix of community /university events and information regarding whatever wymynews
they can handle ; also an inviting
reading space .
Underground : a great dance-space; too
mixed/mated/or male for me : maybe if
I drank or knew people l 'd enjoy it
more .
Entre Nous: the state's only wymyn's bar!
I
yet a haven I've rarely retreated to.
Portland Public Library : very few
· wymyn's/Lesbian books , so why go?
It seems that books on straight life and
its inevitable crises are definitely in.

I need to find Woodford's Cafe, go to
the Gay People 's Alliance office at
USM , attend N.O .W. meetings at the
Y, meet with the Gay /Lesbian Spiritual
Community , hear about Gay . Health
issues, get help from the Gay /Lesbian
Al-Anon, call the Westbrook Wymyn's
Center , . support the birthing of i
Wymyn 's. Shelter here in Portland (and
get my mom to a "Parent's Of. .. "
.
meeting) - for staners!
Some of my own suggestions: a Big .
Brother/Big Sister program for those
of us new to town or to the lifestyle ,
for info, raps, connections - with the
family-type support we .never got;
single-sex
rap · groups
for
consciousness-raising in a safe environment (this was tried by Lesbians here, ,
I think, and fizzled out; I'm willing to
try again); a LesbiGay film festival for
fun and education ("Entre Nous" is an
oldie and "Sweet Dreams" is coming
up, for Sapphic star-gazers); Gay Plays
theatre, to perform plays by/about Our
People; a LesbiGay radio station to
play Our Music and those "interchangeable" songs (for example,. I love
to hum " Pretty Womyn, walkin' down
the st~eet... ").
For now- l simply want friends , a
community of people who see life like
1 do, wh_ich I've not had since par. ticipating with fervor in the Buckfield
Community Church Youth Group
. y~ars ago .
. After watching' 'The Life and Tirnes
of Harvey Milk " on t.v. this winter,
I came out consciously to myself by telling my liberal coworkers, fearful-but-_faithful sister, threatened-thus-rageful
father, brave mother, and, finally , all
close friends , of my sexual-political
choice (these days sexual is political).
With the Conservativists' tidal wave
drowning our country's consciousness ,
the AIDS situation forcing people to
face us and themselves as invaluabl<.i
and feminist issues demanding government 1'ttention and public action
repeatedly - now is the time to Break
Free of self-created, societyperpetuated stifling closets and live out
the Lover you are! Please come out, if
not to save your own beautiful Heart,
than to befriend our New People , like me.
In Sappho ' s heart , I Am
T. Smith

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for typesettin.g, specify The Type
Room - eomplete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonable
·
rates.
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A Friend of a Friend

discover new routes

year round outdoor trips
for women
a sampling of winter/spring trips 1986:
• beginners x-c ski clinic ,
• winter in Acadia National Park
• wilderness lodge x-c.ski weekend
• southwest canoe trip :
5 days on the Rio Grande
• in search of ancient herbs :
backpacking in Appalachia

Custom Trips and more ...

Send for FREE brochure!

new routes
242 Dartmouth St..Portland, Maine 04102

AMARYLLIS

41 Exchange St

Portland

Women's Music
~

. Tapes/Records/C.D.'s -

Linda Tillery
Kate Clinton
Ferron
sweet Honey in-the Rock

.-

Our prices are

Holly Near
Meg Christian
Chris Williamson
Margie Adam

S1 to $3 off list price.-

,:~~~:..~~:,
Mail Orders Welcome
VISA & Mastercard accepted

. 772-8416

by Timothy Ross
Alan sat at the kitchen table - his lover's
parents' table - wondering \\/hat it was that
he had to himself, had for himself, had that
he could share with others. "Not much, "
he thought, as he passed out photographs
that were taken the last time he was in this
house. Last Thanksgiving . The pictures
seemed indistinguishable from those taken
the year before last, and the Thanksgiving
before then . Alan realized the folly, and, in
fact, imagined himself with his camera,
standing away from the table - next to the
dog food - and capturing, three hundred
and sixty-five days later, the same set of
photos. Only the clothes would change (with
the exception of Mrs. Freeman, Alan
observed, only her best pant-suit for the
holidays). Alan hadn 't brought his camera
this year. He ~ad lost the need to "capture"
moments. Lost it just that fall when, at the
moment the shutter had opened, he had
thought the "moment'.' was right - his cat
had· cooperated so well - and instead, the
wheels rolled over the animal. His
photographic interests had been, in a sense,
burned, along with the cremation, and the
undeveloped negatives.
Alan had little interest in the prints he now
passed to Mrs. Freeman. He was, however,
passing them purely for the benefit of his
lover's parents. He was spent playing "the
photographer". He was trying to share.
Alan knew, however, it was imp.ossible to
actually share the pictures. He found himself
passing, giving, handing, anything but sharing, the prints. He knew he couldn't share
anything with anyone who didn't know .
' Knowledge', Alan reconsidered. It seemed
simple as that. ·Knowledge of Alan's ways,
Alan's affection, Matt's affection.
In the midst of the prints was a photo of
Alan and Matt: Together. It was not taken
last Thanksgiving. It had no logical pla~e
within the other "holiday" pictures. It was
a photo only Alan would have brought.
Matt frowned, confused, when Alan
winked mischievously - they weren't looking - and wondered what Alan was up to .
Even he could see Alan had nothing to share
with his parents .
Alan "showed" the picture to Mrs .
Freeman. It was Alan's favorite.
A certain serenity permeated the photo.
They were alone here. Just Matt and Alan.
A simple photograph with an almost
ster!,!otypical setting; blue water, rocks and
sand. Two lovers in the foreground . A blue
sky in the back. Alan liked the look of the
sky; blue and open, welcoming air it embodied. It seemed, to Alan, a harmonious
sky. So tolerant. So fair. Alan was thinking
it might be nice if Mrs. Freeman might,
abstractly, identify with the sky.
Mrs. Freeman smiled. After all, her son
was in the photograph.
Alan knew she'd have to seriously consider the photograph to find any true feelings between him and Matt. There was certainly nothing in the picture that would outwardly imply Alan and her son were lovers,
and had been for six years. That was fine,
as far as Matt was concerned . And when
he~d caught sight of the picture as his Mom
took it from Alan, it didn't worry him that

.e.MEDITATIONa

embarrassing yearly incomes. Matt would
Alan might ''blow their cover' '. It only annever acknowledge their lov.e for each other
noyed him when he realized Alan was tryin an argument. He was always caught up
ing to say something without actually sayin his own rage, his own intention that he ,
ing it; using a photograph to manipulativehis parents' only son , never disappoint his
ly open a discussion . 'No harm done' , Matt
only parents. ''They'll never know! ," Matt
thought. He knew a picture like this could
usually shouted at the close of their parennever enlighten his parents without any intal quarrels, with a tone closer to a demand
itial suspicion. Without any further search .
than a prophecy .
' Search!,' Alan introspectively pleaded,
"Goodnight Mom,'' Matt said.
as he stared at Mrs . Freeman's ignorant
Objectively, Alan understood Matt's congrin. ' Realize it! Admit it! Accept it, so we
flict. He knew that even though Matt's hapcan all share this "thing" together! ,' Alan
damned her.
piness was more important than his parents'
understanding, (his parents' judgment), the
"This one's nice," Greta, Mrs. Freeman,
mere fact remained; Matt's parents would
said, as she passed the print to her husband
be disappointed . Alan knew nothing could
of thirty-two years .
Alan knew they were innocent. They on- change that. No discussion could rationalize
ly lacked an explanation . It ju~l wasn't his · or "normalize" their love, let alone thdr
place. He was ready to explain but couldn't.
sexual preference. Not in_Mr. and Mrs .
Matt wouldn 't.
Freeman's house . (It made Alan uneasy
enough knowing the Freemans had, two
"Ayuh,'' Mr. Freeman acknowledged
years earlier, fired the maid for her involvewith his native Maine tongue .
ment in an interracial romance) . NeverAlan looked at Mr. Freeman looking at
theless, Alan needed to tell Matt's parents.
the photo.
His own parents had passed on. Died in
Mr. Freeman didn't notice that Alan was
the midst of a poorly organized train hijackin the picture holding his son's leg, as if trying to tackle him on the rocky beach. All. ing. An almost comicai , but nonetheless
stupid death that fook the lives of many peoMr. Freeman saw was his son smiling back
ple. 'Probably gay people too,' Alan had
at him. That was all Mr. Freeman needed
often irrationally thought, thinking that
to see. His pride always swelled when he
maybe his parents were, for once in their
looked at photographs of his son. Face to
lives,. forced into a realm with other " gay
face with Matt always left Mr. Freeman
souls .. , and would suddenly , somehow ,
speechless. The pride he had for his only son
know their son . It was a nonsensical way of
was always, somehow, lost in the awkward
imagining his parents' afterlife , but one that
attempt to be a good father, a friend to his
Alan could not shake. In his own home,
sort . Always conscientious of how he,
Alan had never said , 'Father ,
("Dad"), was seen through his son's eyes.
Mother .. . Mom, Dad, I'm gay. What a
A photograph was different. He knew that.
Through a photograph he could impersonal- stupid word ,' he would have said even then.
'I love Matt.' He had wanted them to know.
ly lose himself with awe. In awe of his son's
two-dimentional image, his own image, the Though dead as they were , he hoped they
now, somehow, did know.
miracle of life.
Now in his lover's parents' horrie , he
was
taken . at
Long
' ' That
wanted to tell a parent. Any parent. Bigote(i
Island .. .Maine," Alan. concluded.
as he was, Mr. Freeman still qualified. He
" Oh, there you are, " Mr. Freeman said,
was, after all, essentially, Alan 's Father-infinally noticing there was anyone in the pic•
law.
ture other than his son.
''I'm hittin' the hay ,'' Mr. Freeman said,
Mrs. Freeman was already finished flipwriting off Alan's thoughts altogether.
ping through the shots and out of her chair.
"Coming to bed, Matt?"
"Well, it's been a long day,'' she sumMatt knew there was no talking to Alan
marized with a sigh. "I'm retiring for the
night. Goodnight son." She kissed Matt and tonight. He could see Alan would be closed
to any intimacy, even though the pare·nts
she was gone. Excused from the kitchen,
would be upstairs, asleep. He left the table
from what little conversation, what little rapport, what little talk Alan could have shared with his father and walked towards the
with her.
upstairs door.
Alan's eyes met Matt's.
Alan remained sitting at the table for over
"It's nobody's business. Not even my an hour before finally laying his hand upon
his forearm. - The Pit Bull didn't care that
parents','' Matt had said many times past.
Alan sensed Matt was thinking this now . Alan was supposed to sleep on the couch .
" Besides,'' Alan remembered him justify- Being.alone in the house almost made Alan
f~l as though this were his house, his home,
ing, " if they wanted to know, they'd ask . "
as if he were a part of it. He knew he wasn't.
· "That's ridiculous,'' Alan thought,
He had only come up for the holiday, figurresponding to what he assumed Matt was
ing he was perceived not as family , but as
thinking. Alan had always thought this a
one would perceive a friend of a friend ;
cheap approach; the "nobody asked me"
approach . It was the one characteristic of hardly a friend at all.
He had wanted to tell his lover's parents
Matt Alan honestly disliked. "Granted,''
in the worst way, (No, Alan had thought,
Alan had said, "they don't want to know.
of course the worst way would have been;
But it's important to me that they do know.
'Mr. and Mrs. Freeman, Matt and I are
Whether they accept it or not. It's imporfags. We ball often.')
tant to us," Alan had said countless times,
The only thing Matt did say , was allow"that they know who we are, what we .
have."
ed to say, before Matt and his dad had gone
up the stairs, was, 'G_godnight, Mr.
"We don't have shit," Matt would argue,
Freeman. Happy Thanksgiving.'
referring to their mutual possessions and
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Meditation is an ancient discipline which seeks
lo cr-eate a path through the chaos around and
within us so that our deeper. spiritual nature
can emerge.
We offer • introductory workshops
• 8-week training courses
• advanced training group
For information and brochure caH 772-3176 .
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Miscellany From The Files
by Gary L Anderson
At home I have a file drawer devoted exclusively to my interest and work around
AIDS . In this drawer I keep a coUection of
articles from many different sources on
many different topic!> related to AIDS . I
have these topics broken down into just over
thirty categ0ries . I have a file called
BLOOD. one called HTLV-UI, another
called MAINE, another called RELIGION.
etc . Perhaps the biggest file in that drawer
is ttie one labelled MISCELLANEOUS . .
This is the catch-all file for articles that have
,no logical home anywhere else.
The other day, as I was inserting yet
.another article into the Miscellaneous file.
I stopped to paw through it. The variety of
subjects and information included therein
was rather interesting. So. I thought, why
not share some of these items? And so it was
that this article was born. (I should add that
the order in which the following items appears has no significance what-so-ever; they
are entered in the order in which I randomly pulled them out of the file. I have' tried
to summarize the content of these articles ·
as best l can . But I have added, in parentheses, my own thoughts, observations, or
comments .)
·

Item 3: Cover of the ADVOCATE back
in 1983 showing th1 ee very handsome men,
clad only in white towels, sitting on tiled
bath ledges, posing as the three monkeys of
old who will sec no evil, hear no evil, or
speak no evil. The picture is for an article
on AIDS called "Coping with a Crisis."
(Has the denial changed all that much since
then . have we learned how to cope?)
Item 4 : The head] inc says it all:
MOTHER TERESA JOINS AIDS FIGHT .
(That's good except that this saintly woman
wanted to set up farms for AIDS patients to
work on, like the leprosy colonies in her
native India , but had not taken into consideration the fact that AIDS patients are
often too sick to work on a farm .)
Item 5: Another headline : "AID Insurance Co. changing its name ." All to
avoid association with the disease AIDS.
The company is offering $5000 dollars to
the employee who comes up with the best
new name for the company. (Why not spend
the $5000 dollars on AIDS research
instead?)
Item 6: A poll conducted by the Gallop
organization found that of June , 1985, 95%
of the American populalion has heard of
AID_S. One interesting fact that emerged was

Item 8: Gov. Lamm of Colorado says it is futile to
spend unlirpited mnounts of 111oney on AIDS victims
who have no chance of recovery (remember his comnients on the elderly and_ the handicapped?).
Item I: Report of a study done on 400 patients of a Florida surgeon who died of
AIDS . The conclusion was that there was
no evidence that transmission of the virus
from doctor to patients occurred and there
was no reason to rnnclude that should
another surgeon have AIDS that she or he
should not be kept from operating. The only way that transmission could occur under
operating conditions would be, tlieoretically, if an infected health care worker bled into
a patient's open wound . (And .how unlikely
that is.)
Item 2 : The Centers for Disease Control
is going to investigate why there is an increase in tuberculosis cases in New York City. The underlying assumption is that the increase in cases, from 1600 in 1984 to 1900
last year, is somehow related to the AIDS
virus . This is believed for two reasons : the
rise of cases o'f TB is occurring in parts of
the city where the largest number of AIDS
cases occur, and testing done on patients
with TB for the CDC study revealed that
80 % of the TB cases showed signs of the
AIDS virus.

a difference in res.ponse between New
Yorkers and the rest of the country. When
asked " Who is most likely to have AIDS?"
one-half to two-thirds of all respondents
mentioned homosexual men, but New
Yorkers were t"'.O oi:: three times more likely to mention drug abusers . (Needle related
cases of AIDS in New York City continue
to increase as sexually related cases of AIDS
in on the decrease. The average person in
New York is aware of what a problem that
is; but not so it seems the county supervisors
of Los. Angeles as the next item relates.)
Item 7 : A pamphlet was developed called
" Shooting Up and Your Health," which
gives advice on how to safely inject drugs ,
intended to protect people from acquiring
AIDS, not to promote drug use. But tell that
to the three county supervisors who halted
tile release of the pamphlet because they felt
it was improper for the county to help
finance such a publication. (I wonder if they
lie awake at night worrying about the people who might have contracted AIDS
because they didn't learn risk reduction
techniques because_they didn't have access

THE END UP The alternative coffee place
Open at 9 -- 3 a.m.
Wednesday thru Sunday
Coffee, tea, light sandwiches, snacks
and good friends. Located upstairs ·
over the Underground and we are
·open ta·· everyone until closing with
no alcohol.

to this pamphlet. I wo.ndcr ~bout the man
in the next item , too.)
Item 8: Gov. Lamm of Colorado says it
is futile to spend unlimited amounts of
money on AIDS victims who have no chance

virus - largely . because they live in
crowded, institutional settings in which they
arc often the victims of bites and scratches
from other mentally retarded residents who
have hepatitis B. The increased risk comes

Item 1.2: Glamoui· Maga:;,inc conducted its fourth annual Women·s Views Study and found that fear of
sexually transmitted diseases, such as herpes and
AIDS, had edged out war and peace as the subject
more concer~ing American women in 1985.
of recovery (remember his comments on the
elderly and the handicapped?) . He said:
"There are two types of AIDS patients,
either you're dying or you're dead." (These
are the words of a Governor? Why isn't this
article
in
my
filed
labelled
"CRACKPOTS"?)
Item 9: Fortune magazine reports that the
top product of 1985 was Coca-Cola. Coke
was but one of 11 products ct-.osen for
demonstrating "innovation, originality, or
risk-taking. ,., Also cited were the "WE ARE
THE WORLD" record , · Combat Roach
Killer, Air Jordan shoes , and "AIDS antibody tests." (I think the later scores more
on risk-taking than on innovation or
originality, don't you?)
Item I 0: Another headline that says it all :
LESBIANS DONATE BLOOD FOR GAY
MALE FRIENDS . Calling themselves
"Blood Sisters" a group of lesbians in
Dallas, TX, opened an account at a blood
bank to donate .blood for 't_!Jeir gay male
friends who are barred from doing so
because of the risk of possibly transmitting
the AIDS virus . (Why not here? It's such
a simple way to help everyone. And what
good public relations for. our community .)
Item 11: In New York <:::ity, school staff
who work with the mentally retarded ' now
face a greater chance of getting hepatitis· B .
Five to twenty percent of mentally retarded
.individuals are carriers of the hepatitis B

not from the mentally retarded individuals
so much as it comes from the refusal of
school staff to get the hepatitis B vaccine
because they are afraid that doing so will
give them AIDS . (Here again is but another
example of how fears about contracting
AIDS is putting people in jeopardy of dying from an altogether more common killer.)
Item 12: Glamour magazine conducted its
fourth annual Women's Views Study and·
· found that fear of sexually transmitted
diseases, such as herpes and AIDS, had
edged out war and peace as the subject most
concerning American women in 1985 . (War
and peace was the number I concern in
i 984 .)
Item 13: 1985 ended with the Associated
Press rating the top IO news stories of the
year. Number one was the wave of terrorism
that took place in the Middle East. Number
five was a story that "had been with the
world for a while, but it gained momentum
in 1985" : AIDS. (It took Rock Hudson'·s
death to gain AIDS this 'distinction.')
Item 14: According to Billboard
magazine , the number one song in the USA
for the week of January 11 , 1986 is the
single " That's What Friends Are For" by
Dionne Warwick (with 'friends' Gladys
Knight, Stevie Wonder, and Elton John).
Proceeds from this record go to help AIDS
research. (A good note. to start the year on
if ever there was one.)
:-

AIDS-Line 775-1267
AIDS-Line 1-800-851-AIDS
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Music & ·Dancing

Slj<EET, ~ ME.
77'2.-9538:

BACKSTREET-·
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, for Hot New Music and late nigh
dancing until_early momll!g.

NOW ON SUNDAYS...
l=Dance at Backstreet for everyone
from 4--7 p.m. Join us after hours or on
Sunday for a hot time until dawn.
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Half-:-Frozen Dyke Rescued
From Cabin Fever
By Fighting Femmes
by R.J. Blessington

-I am ready to give ·up and admit that it's
winter. It really is too cold now to wear a
jean jacket and tennis shoes outside. I've
been observing my tan line fade and there 's
ice on the inside of the windows. In my frantic search for a remedy to cabin fever, I've
been approaching new depths of intellectual
bankruptcy , doing things like buying People magazine, watching the same " MASH"
reruns for the tenth time, discussing baseball
trades - big news: Manny Trillo is back
with the Cubs - see what I mean? I was
almost completely out of control just now .
It' s been really cold lately ...
But just before Christmas, I bought a new
series of Marvel Comics called " The
Sisterhood of Steel," and anytime I start losing my grip and think about going outside
in the middle of the night to chip ice· from
the driveway , I glance over to the pile of
comics on the end table and settle down with
the Sisterhood for a little feminist adventure,
Middle Ages-style. With episode titles like
" Passion, Pain , and Politics," or " Sisters ,
Secrets, and Slaves, " it 's quite impossible
· for me to resist " The S.O.S.," the kind of
comic book I'd like my own little sister to
read .

Princess of Swords. She' s nasty and clever
and treacherous , and she even has a scar
across her face that only makes her more
darkly attractive. She has it out for Boronwe
like my high school gym teacher , Miss
Matlak , had it out for me. True love-hate.
In between the various military campaigns, the reader is treated to scenes of
naked student warriors in the shower, rippling biceps, thighs like steel cord, oh, I
could go on .. .
These swordmates sleep in the nude, and
their idea of unwinding after battle consists
of changing out of their chain mail into
dresses and putting on make-up for a night
of pub crawling and gambling . Even when
so femmed up , a Sister is still a Sister, or
as Boronwe's swordmate, Dindra, puts it
while preparing for a night of raunch: " t
never go anywhere with less than three
knives." In fact, these are women who sit
with their legs apart, even in dresses.
Being young and fooli sh, Boronwe
becomes smitten with Gwin , a guy who
' wears little more than a Stanley Kowalski
tee shirt and a pair ofunderpants (briefs, not
boxers). His main attribute is his physique,
' bulging quadriceps, in particular. The
closest this series comes to a nice man, Gwin

With episode titles like "Passion, Pain, and Politics"
or "Sisters, Secrets, and Slaves," it's quite impossible for me to resist "The S.O.S."
"The Sisterhood of Steel" has been co·ming out (in a matter of speaking) bimonthly
since December, 1984 ..Through flashbacks ,
background info, and some pages of explanatory text with NO pictures (this isn't
a comic for kids) , the reader is introduced
to an island _culture of women only . They
are a mercenary force, formidable, skilled,
courageous, reputed to be among the finest
soldiers in the world .
This society , known as the Sisterhood of
Steel, resembles an Amazon army base, circa 1200 A.D . Cadets who don't cut the
mustarcfoccupy die lowly position of clerks,
housekeepers, etc., while the soldiers hold
higher status. This class division ·is a glaring flaw in an otherwise admirable
civilization.

is inoffensive, if forgettable. Even Boronwe
feels this way; after making love to him, she
says, " This is kind of embarrassing, but
.. .ten me your riame again ." Young and
foolish , indeed!
After reading a few issues, the reader
begins to wonqer where the Sisterhood acquires new recruits. It turns out that most
children are bought. A fee is paid for the
girls, who are between four and seven years
old, and they are trained in the academy .
Additionally, a Sister may request permission to bear a child . She gives birth on the
. island; if the baby is male, it is given away ,
either to the father , or in trade for a female
baby. Females born on the island are taken
from their mothers , who never know them .
In this way , the Sisterhood effectively

... after making love to him, she says, "This is kind
of embarrassing, but ... tell me your name again."
The e'pisodes revolve around Cadet First discourages pregnancy.
Class Boronwe, who is seventeen years old
On the other hand, the system encourages
as the action starts. Boronwe - a real girl lesbianism, simply because of the policy that
after my own heart - is the kind of young forbids Sisters from consorting with
woman who likes to flex her muscles in the foreigners . Actually, lesbianism is quite
mirror. Her world is composed of wrestl- commonplace and unremarkable. For examing, archery , swordfighting , and the study pie, there is a brief scene in a dyke bar
of history , tactics, and military strategy . Her where Boronwe and Dindra, both hets, have
sisters in the warrior class are women of all ended up by mistake. The cock-eyed stares
colors, ages, and appearances. They are tall and raised eyebrows of the in-crowd provide
and short, fat and thin , muscular and lithe an accurate portrayal of the protective en- but especially muscular. Otherly-abled . · vironment of the gay bar without being inwomen are not discriminated against; suiting or sensational. .
Boronwe' s mentor and military instructor,
Whether gay or not, these women are ·as
Lanna, has only one arm. A revered lawyer, . hard as nails. They slap each other on the
Sillenis, is blind.
back, make locker room talk about men and
It is also a society of rituals, with the use · - each other, and they are often heard utterof hallucingens and meditation, and a secret ing phrases like "They'll nail your ass to
cadre called the Daughters bf Death (good the .wall!" or "Yofl know where you can
name for an all-woman motorcycle club)
shove it!" They are also loving, loyal,
who are led by Greyan , the Priestess of bright, and daring, and they DO NOT wear
strapless outfits that defy the laws of gravity.
Swords. Every rally and rite is accompanied
lzy hearty cries of "Sisterhood!" and "The
The next issl}e is due out momentarily .
Goddess Be With You!"
Will Vandalis' deceitful plan be successful?
All this friendship and camaraderie does
Will Boronwe be found guilty of treason?
not, however, preclude the presence-of a lot
Will she, for that matter, remember her
of mling class intrigue, rife with sorcery,
boyfriend' s name? Stay tuned for issue
rivalry , covert alliances , even romances .
number eight, and keep warm. In a couple
There' s a classic heavy , Vandalis, the
months,theiceinthedrivewaywillbegone.
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Desperate Dancer
On a crowded floor he stan-ds alone
Waiting for that perfect song
Seconds minutes hours pass
Ready to leave .. .but wait alas
The melody the beat they ' re playing his song
That special one .. .he's waited for so long
Moving fast with every beat
Flying round on lightening feet
Shifting left then moving right
Lost within the flashing lights
He seems to be content, he sighs
Another story told by eyes
Look deep inside his glossy stare
To his inner soul and then compare
His he<;1rt is speeding with the musical beat
Constant tears flow with his feet
What makes him cry like the river flow
And why's he hide it, not let it show
He'd like to let it loose out in the open air
But the world is very cruel no one ever cares
It will build it always does there's nothing
he can do ·
He 'II probably meet his Maker feeling down
and blue
Until then he'll wait each night for his
special song
On that crowded dance flpor where he'll
always dance alone

~

Dave M. Wellm~n
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.Fool For Love
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Drums beat so slow
a rolling ever so slow
these drums do beat
Near a rude old bridge
As a summer breeze unfurled
To the murdered man who drowned
in 1984
Doth his spirit sleep in silence here
With the city of Bangor, Maine?
As our Lesbian / Gay banners fly
for all to see ,
Drum beats do beat a slow rolling
ever so slowBugles blow with thebeat- of the drums
slow beating drums
By this soft running river
That holds the memory of
the dead Charles Howard
A hero for all Gays and Lesbians
who believe in freedom of speech.
Beat the drums for all to hear
Sound the bugles, blow them loud
For thMe Men and Women
who have died
for Gay Freedom's Right
As our flags and banners wave
AgaiP..st our embattl.!d foes
We march forward for our rights.
Our triumph m.:_!rches forward
to the rolling beat of the drums
Bugles sound the glory
with the beat of the drums
Victory is being together in one
whole mass for L.:sbian.' Gay Freedom
As we remember our dead
Charles Howard
Against our foe the tyrannies
of those three young straights
Who murder in groups against single
Gays everywhere
Even here in Bangor, MaineWe must never forget . .. never.
P.H. Groves

How can I tell you
the church bells toll
after I drop the pin
hearing it's faint sigh.
How will I show you
a summer's sunset
when skyscrapers and cranes
deliberately block the view.
How could I touch you
physically, emotionally
when my wrists are bound
and miles prevent.
How would I reach into
my soul to find love and understanding
when there is no soul left ...
for you.
Dags Kegs
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Lesbians and AIDS
by Sonja Hafley
As the AIDS crisis increased during the
past two years so too did the gay male community ' s focus on AIDS . AIDS has become
a consuming issue. permeating virtually all
social and political activities of the gay male
community in Maine . Actually, it may be
more correct to state that the consumatory
concern has enveloped joint lesbian and gay
male efforts. Political benefits. legislation.
etc. are directed toward assisting the AIDS
cause, and calls for assistance continue to
go out to the straight community and. in particular. to the lesbian community . After all.
lesbians should certainly be able to identify
with the homophobia which limits federal
and state funding for AIDS. encourages
restrictive legislation of bath houses (which
the majority of lesbians are intimately
knowledgeable of). and encourages further
oppression of the lesbian and gay community. Certainly a group which experiences
double or even triple oppression because of
its sex, sexual orientation. and race should
empathize with the gay male compmnity's
· crisis.
While some lesbians have responded and
directed their energies to the AIDS cause.
many have not. Some lesbians refuse to
direct their energies toward men. and many
lesbians remain ambiguous over their involvement in the issue . Should all my
political energies be directed toward men?
When have gay men. in any considerable
number. directed their primary political
energies toward lesbian or feminist concerns? Are lesbian and feminist issues. once
again. becoming secondary and . therefore,
diffused as the AIDS crisis continues as a
primary concern? But. people are dying.
Shouldn't I be concerned about the suffering ·and death caused by AIDS?
Although this is only a partial list of questions, the list suggests some very good
reasons for many lesbians' ambiguity
towards the AIDS issue and certainly suggests reasons why lesbians should not direct
their primary energies to that issue.
At present. the AIDS issue has replaced
other lesbian and gay male social and
political issues, draining not only the lesbian
community's social, political. and
theoretical efforts, but also the joint lesbian
and gay male community efforts to eradicate
oppression. One might go so far as to suggest that the slight gains made during· the
past few years towards civil rights for lesbians and gay males have been hurt by the

more often than not met with ridicule.
resentment. and proclamations of selfish
disregard for others . Many lesbians and
women have struggled to overcome the guilt
which such lab~'iing illicits as they have
realized the validity and primacy of their individual and collective needs. But. this is not
an expose on lesbian and women's subsidiary status . However. the issue is an .appropriate consideration since lesbians who
choose not to be involved with the AIDS
issue are chided with selfishness. Is it selfish ·
for lesbians to devote their primary energies
to the eradicat.ion of the double. and in many
instances with women of color. their triple
oppression? I think yes . And, Lesbians
should be prol1d· of that collective selfdirective choice , for only in making that
choice will changes occur on lesbian and
feminist issues. .
·
But. people are dying? And. given that
AIDS is not a "gay male" disease. shouldn't
lesbians join the AIDS cause since it may
eventually include lesbians in its rank?
Potentially. AIDS may strike the lesbian
community in significant numbers . Given
the general sexual practices of lesbians . the
increase would be ·slow.
Unfortunately. lesbians must also fear the
spread of AIDS through the threat of rape.
sexual relations with bi-sexual women.
blood transfusions. and. for a few. sperm
banks, Notice . the majority of the additional
threats to the exposure to AIDS relate to the
transference from men. However. this is not
a commentary on the accountability of gay
and straight men. This discussion suggests.
however , that some prominent issues
enveloping AIDS are different for lesbians .
Education on protection from AIDS
highlights that difference.
Given the different educational agenda
and the invisibility of lesbian concernsin the
current joint lesbian and gay community efforts, lesbians must begin to educate
themselves and other women about AIDS .
Rather than replace other lesbian and
feminist concerns. however. AIDS should
become yet another issue of oppression .
Lesbians !ihould not give up health clinic
space. news space in the joint lesbian and
gay press. the struggle for civil rights. a concern for the abuse of women. abortion.
breast and cervical cancer. ana women's
struggles in other nations. nor new possible
concerns. Many of these concerns are ongoing endeavors which an invisibility could
greatly diffuse . Are lesbians ready to risk
such diffuseness under the guise of

Nutrition Is A Vital Weapon

their efficiency can be reduced or destroyed
by lack of Zinc . Since a borderline Zinc
You are a B-Lymphocyte (White Blood deficiency is common in the United States.
Cell) patrolling the tissues searching for Zinc supplementation can help prevent
foreign bacteria or viruses in your area. Sud- disease in some cases . However Zinc is ondenly you get word of askirmish up ahead . . ly part of the story as no nutrient works in
You move into high gear. slipping swiftly isolation in the body . Zinc requir.cs 111any
between body cells . In a minute you reach other nutrients for its proper utilization.
Improper supplementation without profesthe point of action and find the anti-bodies
already in the fight! They are locking onto sional guidance can be a waste of money or
the viru ses to immobilize them so you can even dangerous to one's health. Seek the
in
move in and blast them with your antiviral aide of a nutritionist or a doctor trained
1
agents . You hear the comforting thunder of nutritional principles . Drugs. ~speciall y anthe big macrophages coming up behind you . tibiotics. destroy the natural intestinal flora
(bacteria) which manufacture B-Vitamins.
Those boys cai:i engulf several viruses at a
These "friendly flora .. are also essential for
time! Adrenaline up. you jump into the fray
proper elimination . Without them toxic
discharging deadly sprays with both barrels.
wastes
can build up in the large intestine .
The viruses are tough and fight back with
t-heir own chemical warfare .:. You retreat a It is possible that this can lead to b9wel irritation and even cancer.
·
little and survey the situation. There should
Selenium
is
a
trace
mineral
that has
be more T-Lymphocytcs. T-Hclper Cells.
several .beneficial effects . Indications arc
T-Effector Cells. and T-Natural Killer Cells
that soils in many parts of the country
around here! What's going on? Where are
(especially New England and the Midwest)
the reserves? You jun;p ba~k into the battle
are deficient in this vital mineral. "Studies
and zap a couple of viruses to oblivion but
have shown that where selenium intake is
they arc counter attacking on a broad front.
low. the cancer rate is high ... Selenium is
You retreat with your survivors in a
disorderly fashion . Then you get the shock- . an antioxidant that prevents chromosome
damage in tissue culture . Broken
ing news! Suppli\!S have been low in the
chromosomes can cause birth defects and
reserve areas and even in some of the main
cancer.
As a protector Selenium is excellent
depots . Zinc and Vitamin C have been nonagainst the toxic effects of the industrial
existent or available only at low levels for
pollutants Cadmium and Mercury.
far too long. An army as usual. travels on
Vitamin C is one vitamin around which
its belly . This could be a long losing battle
much controversy exists. However there can
unless something is done fast!
be no doubt of the documented AIDS remisThis scenario is something that could be
'' ... there are many· justifiable reasons why lesbians
sion cases that Dr. Robert Cathcart III. an
happening inside you.
~
should not direct their primary energies to AIDS ... '' - Actually the idea of using nutrition to orthopedic surgeon in Los Altos. California has helped engineer. His therapy works
combat illness and promote ~healing is far
focus on AIDS. Rather than civil rights selflessness?
to
boost the body's natural immune system.
from new. In every hospital in the nation
legislation. the community now prop~ses
Vitamin C also promotes the development
As I've suggested in this brief commendietary regimens are employed to help treat
AIDS legislation. Rather than education on
and maintenance of capillary walls.
tary. there are many justifiable reasons why
heart disease. kidney disorders . and other
lesbian and gay male lifestyles. the comCathcart's regimen involves initially giving
lesbians should not direct their primary
diseases . Going a step further. using food
munity now proposes education on AIDS.
large intravenous doses of Vitamin C to
energies to AIDS. even though coming to
supplements to help promote the healing
with con·s iderable effort directed toward
AIDS carriers and then switching them to
the assistance of men may be a familiar
process is also an established practice in the
"safe male sex" education as if womeri have
large
oral doses -of Vitamin C. He has had
behavior pattern . Certainly. the "threat of the
medical community. In the PhYSicia11 's Desk
never experienced a concern for "safe sex ...
some
success but actually much more can
diffusion or invisibility of lesbian and
Reference, the companion or"every doctor.
Joint lesbian and gay male newspapers. such feminist concerns is a paramount considerabe done to insure that 110 one dies from
are references to the use of vitamin and
as ' ' Our Paper,·· prlmarily contain articles tion. Lesbians. who are concerned about
AIDS . Large doses of Vitamin C cannot be
mineral supplementation for · 'tissue growth
on AIDS. On a national level, a few com- AIDS. shou ld educate other lesbians and
by many people and side effects intolerated
and repair. and the prevention of hemormunity health ·clinics which previously serclude severe diarrhea. · skin rashes. low
women about the issue. In addition, we must
rhage ." Vitamin C , B~Complex Vitamins,
viced women's health needs now direct their
blood sugar. and other problems .
remember to place AIDS as another issue
Magnesium and Zinc are recommended to
primary focus to AIDS . While a perusal of of oppression which coexists with other
A more well rounded approach to insure
treat "chronic or acute infections. burns.
this trend might suggest an element of
the victory over AIDS must include l) proissues of oppression for lesbians and
fractures. surgery. physiological stress. toxlesbophobia. the illustrations do suggest that
per supplementation of vitamins and
women. The next time a lesbian is charged
ic ~conditions. alcoholism. geriatrics.
lesbian and feminist concerns are becoming
minerals and important accesrnry factors.
with selfishness. -5he should proudly respond
gastritis. peptic ulcer. colitus. a;d states of
invisible in the general lesbian and gay male
through professional guidance. and 2)
yes. She might also ask if it is selfish for
poor nutrition."
community . This certainly is not a new trend
dietary
changes toward whole foods . This
gay men to try to chide lesbians into redirecDrugs can be u~eful in treating diseases
for women .
would
include
an emphasis on whole grains.
ting their energies towards male-oriented
but can also produce vitamin and mineral
Historically. women have diverted
Whole grains like whole wheat. oats. rye.
issues on AIDS .
deficiencies . Thus supplementation is essenenergies away from their own interests to
millet. and buckwheat form a large part of
tial to restore harmonious body functioning.
the causes of others . Women are socialized
the
diet of long lived healthy people like the
D'rug therapy can cause Zinc deficiency a;d
to be the nurturers and unselfish caregivers
of Asian Minor.
Hunzas
Zinc is critical in wound healing. both infor men and children . And, when women
ternally and externally . White Blood Cells
place their own needs as primary , they are
continued on page 9
have a large amount of Zinc in them and
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Tears Are Not Enough ...
Feminist Reflections On AIDS
by JoAnne Dauphinee
AIDS , Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, is not just a public health issue. Fear
of AIDS has created a complicated maze of
political & legal issues and raised issues of
human justice & compassion. Feminists ·
have a special ro}e to play in the unfolding
drama. History & political analysis teach us
that we must all move forward together for
human rights, or those who would stop us
will use the most vulnerable among us to
, promote fear & hatred of us all. If gay men,
asan AIDS high-risk group in the U.S., ever
needed political & social allies, they need
us now . They are the (current) primary
scapegoats for putting us all in our (sexual)
place.
·
The Rightwing is ghoulisply feasting on·
the fear & confusion about AIDS. They offer as "proof" that the Right's reactionary
agenda on sexual & family life ought to be
law, the evidence that god is punishing their
political enemies with AIDS.
Women will be among the losers in this
political game unless we continue to insist
on sexual & reproductive freedom for us all.
Educating the public about AIDS' & "safe
sex," offering calm voices in the face of
hysterical overreactions, defending civil &
privacy rights, making sure education & services are designed to meet the needs of men
& women with AIDS - these are all actions
in which feminists will participate. Prostitutes, IV drug users , & minority wome":
(& men) are disproportionately at risk in the
U .S~ Along with gaymen, these groups are
favorite targets of Rightwing attack & community neglect. .;

Godless Perverts & Baby Killers Unite! .
Tlie Politics of AIDS

I

Those whose lifestyles stray from the
idealized version of 1950' s traditional family ·
values are implicated by the Ri'ghtwing as
child molesters (gaymen & child care
workers), baby killers (pro-choice advocates), smut peddlers (lesbian, gay, &
feininist artists, sex educators, etc.), godless
perverts (secular humanists & anyone else
who isn't a Rightwing Christian), failures
& fallen women (lesbians, divorced & single
women, battered women who seek shelter,
AFDC families, etc.), & so on. We are l<illing the U:S.A. Our weapon? A sinful
lifestyle.
The "AIDS Hysteria Campaign," to the
extent it succeeds, will fuel successes in
other areas of the Rightwing agenda. This,
in addition to the direct harm to AIDS atrisk citizens, those who test positive for
AIDS antibodies, and AIDS sufferers.
The "Social Purity" & "Morality" Campaigns ofRightwing Christians & politicians
are a direct threat to the feminist goals of
individual liberty and collective compassion.
These campaigns are designed to restore
contro.l of sexual pleasure, sexual
· prerogative, and rights of sexual reproduction to straight (preferably white, Christian)
men. The Rightwing's answer to AIDS is
for all us sinners to refrain from sex, join
the Moral Majority, & quarantine the
perverts and malcontents. (Maybe they'll'
give Pink Triangles to the queers, scarlet letters to the whores ... )

As feminists we must try to move society
to·wa~ds more enlightened sexual views .. We
must insist on the rights, the power, the
means to exercise sexual & reproductive
lives free from government control. We
must be ever vigil in safeguarding our rights
and liberties. Refraining from sexual activity
is no more a rational expectation for a society facing an AIDS epidemic, than jt is for
a society facing unwanted pregnancies.
Creating concentration camps (or however
they plan to quarantine millions of high-risk
citizens) is so lacking in sensitivity & so
repugnant to democratic sensibilities, my
response to such proposals is unprintable.
May we all practice safe sex, but may our
sexual lives be left to us _:_ not the govern' ment - to control.
To our thousands ·of fellow and sister
American's, and to AIDS sufferers
everywhere on our globe, let Falwell respond with cries for Quarantine, but let
feminists. respond with active compassion.

c'ontinued from page 8

Nutrition

Enrichment of refined . carbohydrates
(white flour products including white bread,
~ookies. pastries. donut~. and cakes)
restores only a few of the many vitamins and
minerals lost in the refining process. Fiber
has been lost as well and low fiber diets have
been associated with constipation. colon
cancer. diverticulitis. appendicitis, hemorrhoids. and hiatus hernia. When adding fiber
to your diet it is important to add it gradually
to avoid flatulence or cramping . Al so drink
plenty of water and liquids .
Enrichment of people's lives with more
time spent on exercise, stress management,
and the development of positi,ve mental attitudes is important. Have a loving accpetance of all AIDS carriers whether
homosexual or not. and pray for their
healing.
· Terry ' 'Health '' Wright, .B. S. , B. A. , certified Yoga instructor is a wholistic nutritionist and stress managef!1ellt C(!unselor.

Minor Problem
With A Fancy Name

Women With AIDS
Because women are not currently in a high
risk group (though specific groups of women
are: prostitutes, IV drug users, Black &
H,ispanic women), and because symptoms .
described by women are often (still) considered exaggeration or imagination of the
"weaker" sex by many doctors, women are
more likely to face delayed (or mis-)
d1agnoses. There are fewer, often no, sisterly support groups or other services. Most
women with AIDS have Pneumocystic
Pneumonia or other opportunistic infections.
Very few have Kaposi's Sarcoma (common
in gaymen wjth AIDS) . So far, about half
of the women live in NYC or Newark, most
are between 20-40 years old, about 3/4ths
are Black or Hispanic. Over l /2 of all U.S.
women diagnosed with AIDS have died.

Civil Rights Are Threatened several ways:
Medical privacy & confidentiality are
threatened by mandatory antibody blood
testing (by the military , insurance companies, employers) and by disclosure or
dissemination of test results. People with
AIDS , people who test positive for AIDS antibodies (but who do not have AIDS), and
people in high-risk groups, each face
discrimination typically in the form of denial
of employment, housing, healthcare, insurance coverage, and/or school. Threats of
quarantines, tracking of AIDS victims (in
Houston AIDS victims have been placed
under police surveillance) , barring risk
groups or AIDS victims from public.places,
are all hysterical overreactions r and threaten
the civil liberties of us all :

Feminist Parents may face several special
·concerns. It may fall to you as individuals
to assess reasonable precautions in deciding
(l) your healthy child's rights not to be unduly placed at risk for AIDS, (2) your
child's civil rights should she or he fall in
a high-risk category, test positive for the antibody, or develop AIDS, or (3) your own
rights as a parent in a high-risk category,
if you should test positive, or if you should
develop AIDS .
This anicle first appeared in the Maine
NOW Newsletter, January 1986.

Last month. this column discussed venereal warts, also known as condyloma accuminata. a minor. virus-caused . sexyally transmitted disease . There is another viral
STD of the skin: it is also minor. but less common and easier to treat than warts. Known
by the improbable name of molluscum contagiosum. this infection is a member of the
poxvirus family. as is smallpox .
Molluscum contagiosum. or MC. appears as a superficial infection of the skin. It can
occur almost anywhere on the body. but when it is transmitted by sexual activity, it will
be seen on the external genitals, buttocks. and thighs. MC is found among both men
and women. and is transmitted from an infected person to another person by body-tobody con.tact. In children. transmission can result from shared towels and swimming
pools . It is also possible to spread the infection from one part ofthc body to another.
The incubation period for MC varies from a few weeks to a few months.
MC appears as firm, skin- or pearly-colored bumps with a spot in the center. They
ar.c small, less than a centimeter in diameter, and may occur singly or in clusters. They
may look like bugbitcs or blackheads .. The center. which is sunken. contains a milky
·or curdy substi,incc which can be squeezed out through the spot in the middle.
Diagnosis is generally mad.e by visual examination. If there is any doubt , the bump
can be biopsied or the milky material can be extracted, stained, and examined by
microscope . Molluscum contagiosum is not known to occur in the mouth , vagina, urethra;
anus, or rectum.
Molluscum contagiosum will clear up all by itself. within six to nine months. Treatment may be considered. though. for aesthetic purposes and to prev.ent spreading the
infection to others. The lesions can be scraped by a process called curettage, or they
can be frozen (cryocautery ) off with liquid nitrogen. Podophyllin', a caustic resin mixed
with benzoin and frequently used to treat venereal warts. is sometimes used to treat MC .
After treatment. a person should be checked a month later to make sure the lesions arc
not returning. Sex partners should be checked. too. and treated when necessary. (For
more info on these treatments. refer to Our Paper, January 1986, in the article on venereal
warts.)
It is also possible to self-treat. After soaking in a bath tub of warm water, the bumps
can be squeezed and the milky center removed. Once the soft substance is removed,
the lump will go away . Care should be taken when touching the lesions; one of the few
complications of MC can be infection of the lumps, caused by scratching them open .
Make sure you wash your hands thoroughly. both before and after you attempt selfremoval of the bumps.
·
· There are no particular prec_autions to take in av·oiding a molluscum contagiosum infection except to practice routine STD preventive measures. These include:

.

•
•
•
•

Limiting your number of sex partners.
Avoiding anonymous sex .
Checking yourself and your partner(s) carefully for signs of infection and disease.
Using gooJ hygicn.:: bathing regularly : wa~hing hands and sex organs before and
after sex: urinating after sex .
• Using condoms and/or spermicide. which will not prevent a skin infection like MC
but is still considered an important precaution.
If you or your partner(s) suspect that you 're infected , abstain from sexual contact.
Molluscum contagiosum may sound like something that lives in a shell and crawls up
the inside of an aquarium. but if it happens to get under your skin. keep calm and have
it l?oked at by your health care provider.
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MLGPA Annual Meeting

Fundraising/Celebrat~ry Dinner
continued from page 1

-1

tinucd to disrn;s can.1paign nitty-grittics such
as fundraising. a<.:hicving name recognition.
developing a rnnstitucncy . and identify ing
issues for .the <.:ampaign agenda. He <.:autioncd , " Don't forget the obje<.:t is to get
people to go to the polls and push the ·right
button ... Advising potential <.:andidatcs that
"local elections arc about how often you· vc
met Mrs . M<.:Gillintddy . · · Swndras affirmed that "people arc going to <.:arc far less
than you can ever imagine :.ibout your sexual preference if they 've met you.· · He frequently .overhears
c o mments
in
neighborhood bars su<.:h as, "Yeah. I know
he's a fag, but he fixed the road ...
Having .experienced a landslide in the
198.3 election, Scondras attributed his success to people believing he cares about them.
Mission Hill , a heavily Irish Catholic and
supposedly homophobic part of his district.
gave Scondras 85 % of the vote . "How is
it that Mission Hill, which voted overwhelmingly for Ronald Reagan and Ed
King, favors the death penalty, is anti-choice
and anti-black, voted for a socialist faggot
from the Fcnway?!?" Scondrm, asked.
"Because Mrs. McGillicuddy voted_for Dapper O'Neill. Reagan, and Scondras." he
answered.
,Members reviewed I 985's activities including:_the effort to pass the gay and lcsbian civil rights bill; the formation of a
~olitical Action Committee - Pinc Tree
PAC; MLGPA 's receipt of a $2500
Haymarket grant for education and
outreach; and the statewide AIDS forums
sponsored with Maine's Bureau of Health,
the Maine Health Foundation, and the Maine
Public Health Association.
People voted to maintain membership .
dues at the current level (i .e ., $5-$15) . Extended debate ensued over the proposed by-

Tom. Chorlton, Executive Director,
National Association of Gay
and Lesbia-n Democratic Clubs.

"Let freedom ring from Castro Street in San Francisco /to Christopher Street in New York City. And
let freedom ring from that bridge over Kenduskeag
Stream in Bangor, Maine. And let freedom ring
from the visiting room in Thomaston State Prison.
And let freedom ring from every housetop in
.
M mne.
. ,.
-M a d1son,
Dale McCormick

Guest of Honor Rep. Larry Connolly

Dale McCormick, MLGPA President.

Photos: Elze

''If you h>se the first time, you run the second time.
And if you lose the second time, you go out and
work the third time. That is exactly the lesson
Harvey Milk taught us in San Francisco.''
Tom Chorlton

Barbara Helen Baker (right); Sadbbb Neilan, owner of New Leaf Books
(center); and Jed Davis, MCLU's Tolerance Day attorney were among the
attendees.

laws with "the mcn1bcrship eventually passing them as amcm.lcd but directing the Steering Committee to develop additional amendments. Looking towards the coming year.
McCormick summarized the AIDS legislation initiated by- MLGPA am! sponsored by
Sen . Barbara Gill. Sq1. Nam:y Clark, Sen.
Tom Perkins and Rep. Larry Connolly. The
bill prohibits discrimination bc<.:ausc of an
AIDS-related mcdi<.:al <.:ondition. establishes
an advisory committee to the Department of
Hu'man Scrvi<.:cs that will have input into
relevant poli<.:ics and regulations, protc<.:ts
the rnnfidcntiality of test results. prohibits
insuran<.:c <.:01npanics from L·onditioning the
provision of <.:overage on whether an individual obtains an antibody or antigcf! test.
and allocates $50.000 for the rnordination
of services to persons with AIDS.
During the afternoon's.New England Networking Session. Kevin Cathcart of GLAD
updated participants on .the foster care controversy in Massachusetts (sec related
story). Representatives spoke from New
Hampshire's CAGLR, an organization
established last October in response to a bill
submitted by Rep. Mildred Ingram against
foster parenting and adoption by gay men
and lesbians in New Hampshire. Diane Elzc
of MLG,PA spoke at CAGLR's first
organizational meeting at whi<.:h time participants expressed interest in coming to
MLGPA ·!, gathering. Representatives from
the Rhode Island Alliam:c for Lesbian and
Gay Rights gave an overview of events in
their state. The rest of the time was spent
discussing various strategic:, for political
organizing and lobbying.
MLGP A·!, Fundraising and Celebratory .
Dinner at Augusta's Holiday Inn raised approximately $500 for the upcoming lobbying effort. MLGPA honored Rep : Larry
Connolly . a long-time advocate for gay and
lesbian civil rights in Maine. and Norm
Brilliant , " truly our community ' s philanthropist'' stated McCormick in her introduction. Special friends of the gay and lesbian
community rc<.:civing certificates of appreciation were Joanne Dauphinee and
Marge Clark of Maine N.O .W .. and MCLU
·attorney Jed Dav_is and M_~dis1:i:i school
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New Year - New Dining Room - New Look ·
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Please come in and check out our expansion .
Same comfortable atmosphere, quality service and great food .
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"How is it that Mission Hill voted overwhelmingly
for Ronald Reagan ,and Ed King, favors the death
penalty, is anti-choice and anti-black, and voted for
a socialist faggot from the Fenway?!?"
David Scondras

-!=·

f

Ellen Musinsky, New Hampshire Citizens' Alliance for Gay and Lesbian Rights
and Kevin Cathcart, Executive D,irector, Gay & Lesbian Advocates &
Defenders (right) enjoy the dinner. MLGP A member Dan Kelley is in the
background.
teacher David Solmitz of Tolerance Day
fame .
McCormii:k distributed " Presidential
Awards" to Terry Wallace "for his
courageous testimony at the Judiciary Comn1ittcc hearing last May.· · and to· MLGP A
activists Joe Keelan , Marty Sabol, Barb
Wood , Diane Elze , Harry Gordon, Betsy
Sweet, and Paula Aboud, all of whom, in
turn , surprised McCormick with a bouquet
of roses for ''her strong leadership and deep
commitment. "

Barbara Helen Baker delighted the crowd
with her original musical composition ' 'The
Intolerance Day Rag ."
McCormick delivered a moving finish to
the evening' s festivities: reminding everyone
of the approaching holiday honoring Martin Luther King, Jr. . " a person I like to think ,
about when I get discouraged ." she stated.
" Just as Martin Luther King had a dream
in the darkest hours .·· McCormick continued, " we have a dream today - that we
will someday not be judged by our sexual
orientation but by the ' contc;t of . ~u;.·
character.··
'
Modeling her words on King's " I Have
a Dream" speech. McCormick commanded,
" . .. Let freedom ring from Castro Street in
San Francisco to Christopher Street in New
York City . And let freedom ring from that
bridge over Kenduskeag Stream in Bangor.
Maine. And let freedom ring from the
visiting room in Thomaston State Prison.
And let freedom ring from every housetop
in Madison, Maine ."

GLAD. and CLUM File. Suit
' _The Gay and Lesbian Advocates and
Defenders and the Civil Liberties Union of
Ma§sachusetts filed suit January 30 in Suffolk Superior Court challenging
Massachusetts' newly promulgated regulations on foster care.
The suit contends that the new regulations
discriminate against single persons , unmarried couples, and gay and lesbians who seek
to become foster parents.
In May 1985 the Massachusetts Department of Social Services removed two little
· boys from their foster home with Donald
Babets and David Jean, a gay couple. Now
eight months later Babets and Jean, joined
by two other foster parents and the
Massachusetts chapter of the National
Association of Social Workers , are filing
suit challenging the DSS policy that emerged
from the original incident - a policy that
plaintiffs allege, irrationally and arbitrarily
assumes that a traditional nuclear family is
the best placement for every foster child.
In the suit, Babets, Jean , the Reverend
Kathryn Piccard , Catherine Brayden, and
three officers of the Massachusetts chapter '.
of NASW, attacked the validity of the
regulations first established by DSS in July
1985. These regulations establish a series of
priorities for foster placement, whic_h must
be followed regardless of the needs or circumstances of the particular child .
The first priority, after placement with
relatives, is placing the child in "family
foster care with a married couple preferably
with parenting experience and time available
, for parenting." Only after this option is exhausted may social workers consider the
next category : "a person with parenting experience and preferably with time available
for parenting ." After that comes " a person
without parenting experience and preferably
with time available for parenting . "
Placements in the last two categories cannot_occur without the wij_t!_en approval of the

Barbara Helen Baker entertains the
crowd with her original composition,
. "The Intolerance Day Rag."

DSS Commissioner. In addition, DSS now
requires that all foster parent. applicants
reveal their sexual ·preference or orj entation
on an Approval Form.
After the policy was announced , Reverend
Kathryn Piccard , an Episcopal priest who
has cared for 17 foster children over the
course of the last 6 years , was asked to accept a teenage girl. The complaint alleges
that she agreed , but then was told that she
would have to answer a new question,
disclosing her. sexual preference or orienta- _
tion. Her response to this question was
"private. " Piccard alleges that DSS told her
that the response was imJ.dequate, and .she
could therefore no longer be a foster parent.
Plaintiff Catherine Brayden is a divorced
mother of two and an approved foster parent
who has had a foster child in her home for
three years. In September 1985 , she alleges,
a social worker telephoned and demanded
to know her sexl:lal preference. Brayden at
first refused , stating that this information
was private, but finally felt compelled to respond. Her claim is that the defendants ' insistence on this highly personal and un°
necessary information violated her right to
privacy under Massachusetts law.
The Massachusetts chapter of NASW ,
representing almost 6,000 professional
social workers , make·s three claims as a
plaintiff in the suit. First, the Dukakis administration policy requires them to-violate
their duty under federal law to serve the bes1
interests of foster children. Second, the
policy requires them to violate their-professional obligation under state licensing
regulations not 'to discriminate on the basis
of sexual preference. Third, the NASW is
suing on behalf of the Commonwealth's
foster children, who are being denied
placements that are tailored to their individual best interests because of the administration's arbitrary and homophob.ic
policy.

Judith .Lippa, MSW
Mondays 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

"SPOUSES OF GAYS
AND LESBIANS
A Support Group"

ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness
7 Exchange St., Portland, ME 04112 (207) 775-1281

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Psychotherapy
Individuals, Couples, Families

Tuesdays 5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Led by CAROL KERR, M.Div.
For further information call 871-8135.
Individual counseling sessions also available.

Suite 423
142 High Street
Portland, ME 04101

773-1235
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Announcements

Gay /Lesbian Alliance
by Terri Jones

February saw a wide range of adivitics in thc .GLA office. our usual Friday Night
Discussions. as . well as teacher workshops. a major conference and. loc.:tl speaking
engagements .
'
Applications for the Charl~c 0 . Howard Memorial Schl;larship will be accepted until
March 7th. The scholarship was established last year in honor of Charlie Howard . Any
USM student and degree candidate enrolled in at leasf 6 credit hours with a cumulative
grade point average of 2.5 or higher is-eligible. The scholarship will be awarded to the
writer who best articulates. in essay form. the importance of civil rights for lesbians
and gay men. For more information and an application call or stop by the GLA offi.:c.
Four members of the GLA staff attended the recent Northeast Gay and Lesbian Stu1:dcnt_Union -Conference (Unity '86) at Brown University . The conference was organized
by the Brown University/Rhode Island School of Design Lesbian ,.md Gay Alliance. The
conference featured films and worksfiops as well as evening entertainment with Kate
Clinton and Romanovsky and Phillips. Major speakers included Flo Kennedy, Mel King.
Congressman Gerry Studds, Peter Drago (NY Gov . Mario Cuomo 's liason to the lesbian and gay community). David Scondras (.openly gay member of the Boston City Council). John Busch (Prcsidcni of Black and White Men Togcthcr) .and Larry Kessler (Executive Dircl:tor of fhc AIDS Action Committee of Boston).
The Gay Speakers Bureau is a service provided by the GLA for schools. college classes
and other informalil~nal meetings. During February, speakers gave talks on " Growing
Up Gay" in Bucksport and in March. will address the sainc topic at Maranacook School.
A di scussion and question and answer session also took place at Andover College in
Prof. Sharpe's Contemporary Social Problen'ls class . Jf you arc interested in speaking
or would like to have a speaker addi·css your group please contact the GLA office at 780-4085.

UPCOMING AND ONGOING: ..

A trammg program for volunteers interested in providing support services for
people with AIDS or ARC and their families
is being planned for late March.· People interested in participating can call Fred Berger
at 773-5540 for more information.

The Cumberland County Child Abuse and
Neglect Council has been newly organized
as a non-profit social service with offices in
Preble Chapel, 331 Cumberland Avenue,
Portland. The group "functions as an advocate for children and as a voice for the
community·." For mor.e information, call
774-0076.

*****

A lesbian editor is seeking material for a
book exploring friendships between lesbians
who.are not lovers. Send life.stories, drawings, essays., poems, ·etc. to: Caroljean Pint ,
I 050 Title Insurance Building, 400 Second.
Ave. Seuth, Minneapolis, MN 55401 .

*****

The Third Regional Conference on Bisexuality will take place March 7-9 on the USM
campus in Portland. The conference is being sponsored by the Boston Bisexual Women's
and Men's Networks and coordinated locally by the USM Women's Forum . Th\: con.fcr9ncc features workshops, panel discussions. affinity groups and entertainment. For
"" more information contact the USM Women's Forum at 780-4083 .
.
The OLA will co-sponsor a forum on high level nuclear waste in Maine on March
18th at USM in Portland. Speakers include Portland's representative to the State Senate.
Tom Andrews . The; forum will be preceded by a reception at 6:30PM at 92 Bedford
St. with the forum to follow at 7:00PM at Luther Bonney Auditorium . For more information call PIRG (Public Interest Research Group) at 780-4044.
Friday Night Discussion Group meets every Friday from 7-9PM. at 92 Bedford St.
in Portland. Call the office for information about topil:s .
·
·
Counselling services arc available through our office .
Watch for details of area fundraising events to help defray Bob Gravel's legal costs .
The GLA and the Maine Health Foundation will sponsor a concert by the Boston
Gay/Lesbian Marching Band . Sunday April 13th at Luther Bonney Auditorium.
Watch for a showing of " Before Stonewall" and a late spring or early summer production of Bill Bemis' new play.
And, finally. Symposium XIII at the University of Maine at Presque Isle , May 23-26.
For morc - infor'mation write or call Symposium XHI. P.O . Box 990. Caribou . ME
04736-0990. Te le . (207)-498-2088 .
The Qay/Lcsb.ian Alliance office is open to everyone. stop by arid visit.

Portland Stage Compa,ny will conduct a
Maine Playwright's Competition under the
auspices of the Rockefeller Foundation' s
Fellowships for American Playwrights. An
· award of $3000 will be awarded for an
original full-length play by a Maine
playwright . For more details write:
Rockefeller Playwright' s Competition,
Portland Stage Company, Box 1458 ,
. Portland, ME 04104.

"Men Changing Ourselves and Changing
the World ," a conference sponsored by the
Northeast Men's Emerging Network
(NEMEN) will be held March 14-16 at the
Yale Law School in New Haven . For
registration ·information write: NEMEN , c/o
Alan Hamilton, 5 Royal Crest Dr. #3 , ·
Marlboro, MA 01752 .

*****
Life Cycle '86 is the trans-America bicycle rally from New York to San Francisco,
as an Aids Benefit event. A Bangor to New
York route will be started in early May to
join up with the national route . Volunteers
and bicyclists interested in participating in all
or any portion of the event are encouraged
to write : Life Cycle '86 , 29 Custer St..
Jamaica Plain , Mass. 02130 or call (617)
522-9194.

*****
Arc you gay or lesbian -and traditionally
married? Do you hav'c trouble understanding
your spouse -or vice versa, and w~nt _very
much to wo rk things out? There's no need
· to feel alone in this situation any longer.
Contact Dick at Papa Joe's in August.:i. He's
hoping there will be enough interested people to form a support group soon. So don ' t
be shy! Pick up the phone and ·call him right
away!

• Gay/Lesbian Alliance -.
(formerly Gay People 's Alliance)

BE A PART OF ONE OF THE OLDEST AND
MOST ACTIVE GAY AND LESBIAN ORGANIZATIONS
IN THE STATE OF MAINE_! .

T Would you like to receive confidential periodic updates, news and
information about university and comm unity happenings? ·

T Woufd you like to have input art the types of events-,;ind entertainment '
that GLA sponsors?

T Would you like to be a part of one of the oldest and' most active gay and
lesbian organizations in th e state of Maine?

RICHARD WAITZKIN, M.Ed., LCSW

IF SO, FILL OUT THIS FORM and send it to GLA. 92 Bedford Street,
Portland, _ME 04103:

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
:

. NAME *-'~~~-,-~~~~~-'---~~~~~~~~~~~~
AODRESS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

• Therapy for families, couples & individuals
• Educational Consulting
(' ff business, use name of business)

Office locations in

Appointments & Referrals

Kennebunk and York, Maine

207-363-7648

.

REMEMBER WE ARE CONFIDENTIAL!

.

.

••.. ;.~ .. ~ ..... ~······················································································!·······················
PRE-REGISTRATION FORM * SYMPOSIUM XIII * May 23-.26, 1986
University of Maine at Presque Isle
Hosted by Northern Lambda Nord
NAME - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Male-Female--------

\'

THE MAINE
LE S·BIAN AND GAY MEN'S
SYMp·QSIUM
XIII

MAILING A D D R E S S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TELEPHONE _ _.......________

•

TOWN-STATE-ZIP------------------------------------Requests received by April 20, 1986
Special Needs
Registration Fee 1nc1µdes all workshops, panels,
will be $7 ( or less) per night per person, double
plenary sessions, films, dances, Dinner-Theatre
Owheelchair accessibility
occupancy. Requests received after April 20 will be
Brunch, play presentations
0Signing for tiearing impaired
$10 per night per person, double ~occupancy.
0Registration fee $15.00 (more if you can)
Osight assistance
PAY FOR HOUSING WHEN YOU ARRIVE
Ostudents or Seniors $10.00
Oother - - - - - - - 01 request Work Exchange in lieu of the
I WILL NEED HOUSING: .
Child Care
registration fee (Requests must be
0Friday night Osaturday night Dsunday night
Number of children
received by ~pril 1, 19~6)
Osmoking 0Non-smoking
Ages of children
AMOUNT ENCLOSED------I will share a room w"ith (name)
D
· D
D
D
Make checks payable to NLN-SYMPOSIUM XIII
Friday , Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Osend hotel-motel information ·
.
MAIL FORM AND PAYMENT >ro: ·:
.
0
. .
.
.
,
Monday Tour DYES, I'm interested in taki·ng a tour to
SYMPOSIUM XIII· POB 990 :
,
Send c~mpground information
the Top of Maine <small extra charge, payable at Symposium)
CARIBO(! ·MAINE· 04736-0990 • .

HOUSing

*····························································~········~·····························!··························

BOOK REVIEW
Dear Crabby,
My l<?ver has a very nasty habit of putting his Teet between my legs to fondle me
whenever we go out to eat in a restaurant. I
find this very distracting and can never get
up to go to the bathroom without embarrassment. Help.

Dear Crabby,
Last night I met the man of my dreams
while casually strolling through the men's
room o f a local fast food franchise . After
that brief encounter we agreed to meet at
his place later that day. When I arrived at
his home there were three other men visiting under the same .pretense-. Naturally, I
walked out and do ri.:it intend on returning. What should I do row'?

Signed,
Up and Coming
Dear U.C.,

Signed ,
. Quicky

Crabby envies you. I have always wanted
to have two feet between my legs!

Dear Quicky,

Crabby

Go back to eating out. Call up your
dream boat and tell him that if his eyes are
bigger than his belly gastronomic problems could develop. You should both go
on a serious diet.

Dear Crabby,
When I was just a little . . .
This is to the staff of Our Paper ...

Crabby

Dear Crabby,
My lover likes to wear women's clothes.
Is this politically correct for a lesbian?
, Signed,
Dee Dee
Dear D .D.,
It is if you don't feel like arguing with
her.

Love,
Crabby

If you ever want to see Crabby alive
again you are to send a lot of money plus
postage and handling to our organization.
Crabby has not done as was requested in
our letter of your last issue and now there
are consequences to pay. This is not a joke.
We have the nasty creature at gunpoint.
Naturally, all she can do is salivate. This is
not a threat. We have every intention of
keeping Crabby until Crabby's brain is
p~operly conditioned. Our first attempt
will be to use fabric softenec. If that does
not work and we have not 'received ransom
money you give us no alternative but to
use other methods. We will call you collect
in three working days . . .

Another Mother Tongue_
,, :·
Gay Words, Gay Worlds
By Judy Grahn
Beacon Press, Boston 1984

Has it ever occurred to any of us that
our culture is special'? We have an exclusive language: fag, dike, drag queen, seafood. We have some very specific rituals:
cruising, tricking, earrings, pinky rings .
While it all seems a given to us now there
was a time when a period of orientation
introduced us all to the gay subculture. We
had to learn about all the little secrets as we
became members of one of the world's
la'rgest minorities.
God and Goddesses alike should bless
Judy Grahn for a book that helps explain
it all. Another Mother Tongue should be
required reading for every budding and
. blossomed homosexual. Ms. Grahn has
really given us something worth the effort
in her book.
Actually, the book is three stories in one
each woven conveniently into the fabric of
gay life past and present. There is the story
of Ms. Grahn's struggle as a woman looking forher lesbian identity in the claustrophobic confines of the sixties. While most
of that is familiar to anyone who has come
out, she makes many honest and startling
self revelations.
Then, there is the running correspondence in letter form with her very first lover
"Von." While the book is dedicated to Von
and two other people the loving dialogue
directed to Von makes the pages hers and
hers alone. She becomes as real to us in the
reading as she is to Judy Grahn's memory
of that very first of loves.

What remains of the third and final portion of the book, blended randomly with
the other two, is documentation of a gay
world only suspected. There are stories of
Indian tribes, Amazons, Greek gods and
goddesses, witchcraft, ancient Egypt, and
cultures that openly expressed same sex
bonding and held it in esteem.
From all of these names and places links
are developed. While some. of them are
certainly speculation on the part of the
author many of tJ:!e coincidences, the
common denominators, cannot be disregarded. For example, one Celtic queen
"Boudica" (perhaps a title, not a name)
pronounced appropriately might sound
like bull dyke.
It is easy to understand why this piece
won the 1985 Gay Book Award. It managed to win me in just a few pages. So, if
you've ever wondered how it came to be
that wearing green or yellow on Thursdays
was a high school taboo, or why lavender
is our color Another Mother Tongue will
help you sleep a little better. If you can put
the book down. Remember that old feeling of growing up alone and different? You
might just discover that you are a small
part of a very large important culture that
has made society what it is, was and will
be. This book leaves you with the knowledge that despite centuries of oppression
and rejection by society our impact on the
world is more than even we know.

by Norman Brillant
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!* BOB GRAVEL NIGHT
:* Saturday, March 15, 1986
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MAINE'S ONLY PRIVATE GAY CLUB

"COME JOIN US"
NIGHTLY BPM TO !AM

I<.
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SPORGJrSMANS
2BATES STREET 784-2251
GAME ROOM I DISCO
HAPPY HOUR THURS. & SUN. -ALL NIGHT!

GJ[.

0
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ML GPA member Bob Gravel recently incurred monumental legal
expenses. Bob was acquitted of all charges in a gay barrassment
case in Lewiston. Several weeks of barrassment ended in the death
of one of the perpetrators. After a nightmare experience, Bob needs
to make changes in bis life. He is unable to do so under the burden
of legal expenses. You can help to make a dent in those expenses.

The following businesses and organizations are sponsoring "Bob Gravel Night." Special events will be held
that night to raise money for the Bob Gravel Legal
Defense Fund.

YOU CAN HELP BY AITENDING
on Saturday March 15th

:

Sportsmans
Bangor Interweave Dance
Papa Joe's
The Underground
Cycles
Eritre Nous
Northern Lambda Nord Dance

:

Also sponsoring: Maine Lesbian Gay Political Alliance,
Our Paper, Bangor Area Gay Lesbian Straight Coalition,
Gay Lesbian Alliance

:

Contributions may als~ be sent to:
Bob Gravel Defense Fund
c/oMLGPA
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME 04096
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Masquerad~
Number
Three

Lewiston Goes Dragby ~orman Brillant
Though not many people were aware of
it the gay community of Lewiston had a drag
show on the evening of February sixteenth .
That Sunday night at the Sportsmans Bar on
Bates Street the evening was dedicated to
raising money for the Central Maine Health
Foundation ·s new AIDS hotline . All proceeds from the cover charge taken at the
door went to finance the already existing service for the public.
The folks in Lewiston know how to entertain themselves and the drag show that evening was worth the time. In ill hone'sty it cannot be said th_at all of the performers were
professional. but we all have to start
somewhere and it takes guts to get up on a
stage in a dress with so many people around
watching. I won "t continue playing critic
since that courage alone needs to be applauded especially under such worthy cir-

cumstances . The entire cast reallv worked
to entertain the audience and the ~ffort was
appreciated . One duo who lip sy nced to two
songs by the \Veather Girls had so much
energy and passion for what thev were doing that they surely must ha\ e at least napped after the show ... not necessarilv alone
·
either.
During the e\·ening tickets were sold to
raise m;re funds . Hil f of the pot went to
CMHF and the winner took the rest. Ms .
Gail Barrell from Milford. Conr,ecticut held
the winning ticket. She oeneroush· contributed her\hare back to fund the h~t line .
While that kind of compassion is admirable
I must tharik her more for her friendship.
She and het lover Liz Harris were visiting
with me and mine at the time. It is an asset
to our state that these two women are soon
to be residents here in the near future .
Welcome Liz and Gail from all of us .

Rumor Had It
b,y P.:\I. Barr~·
For some time there had been rumors that
Entre Nous. \1aine' s tir~t and onlv \\·omen 's
bar . was going to be closed. \V~ll. like all
rumors thi s one had little truth to it.
Here is what really happened. ..\n
unknO\rn per~on was going to bu\' the lease
held by the gwners of Entre ~ o~s. Rumor
had it that the bar was going to clo se and
Feopen in a ne\\. locati on. Plan~ \\ ere bein o
made to do that \\·hen the unknO\\·n perso~
had difficulty raising the mone\ to bU\ the
lease. The lease \\ as not so ld . The O\;.ners
of Entre Nous then took a week to do some
remodeling and ha\e reopened at 117 Spring
Street in Port land .
I talked with Judy . one of the bar's O\rners
about Entre Nous and its future .

P.M.: Why did you open Entre ~ous as
a women's bar?
Judy: ··For two \ ears now all I heard
from the lesb{an \\·~men \\·as a cr\' for a n
all-women ·s bar . With a lot of en~ouragement from some close friends I decidei to
open a women ·s bar. But I felt if it was goig
to be a. women ·s bar. then it had to be O\\':"ned
and operated by \\·omen. Enire '.'Jous \\·as
opened to gi\·e \\·o men a feeling of support
- someplace where \\·omen could go and
feel comfortable . A place to call their O\\·n .
a home-a\\·ay-from-home type of atmosphere. So· far I ha\'e had a lot of support from lesbian \\·omen in the area .· ·
L.ARGEST

SELECT'°'9.

OF

PLAN-rs 6. FLO'NERS

P.:\I.: IfEntre :\ous is a women's bar.
then wh~ do you allow gay men in the
bar?
Judy: · "That" s eas\' to aOS\\·er. I cannot
and \\·ill not e\er di~criminate against the
gay men in t~is community \\·hom I consider
my brothers - telling them the\· can't come
in my bar. Entre ~o;s is a \\·on~en's bar and
should be respected as so. But at the same
time gay men are · more than \\·elcome to
come in and ha\'e a good time. just as lom:
as there are no misconceptions of on~
another. I as-k e\·errnne coming into Entre
Nous to respect ea~h other as being ga\· not .. fag·· or ··dyke .. - and not ;o-c;ll a
\\·oman a dyke or a man a fagirnt. I \\·ill not
tolerate this. Ga\· men and \~·~men ha\'e to
be united togeth~r as a whole. If ga\' men
\\·ere not allo\\·ed to drink in Entr-e -~ous.
then that \\·ou ld not be called united. Once
again . I can·t and \rnn 't discriminate against
gay men. E\·eryone. is welcome at Entre
'.\ious. as long as a person is gay . ..\1 1
customers \\_ill be sen ed \\·ith prompt and
courteous service.··

P.:\I.: What plans do you haYe for Entre :\ous in the future?·
Judy: Construction is OO\\. being done to
ha\'e an upstairs lounge at Entre ~-ous. The
O\\·ners ha\ e high hopes of opening it thi s
spring. All co mments and ide-as are
we lcome .

.............

F~ALL~ONs

b~· :\·o rman Brillant

I'm at m~· best when life is a drag.

•••••
Support

Advertisers

•••••

For the third consecuti~·e \ ear Le\\·iston
is ha,·ing its annual Masquer;de Ball. While
the ball is sponsored and organized b\·
Roland Bl ais of Sportsma;s. all' o.f
Lew iston 's ga\' comm~nit\' has been acti\'e
in making thi~ no n profit function a successful one.
This time. as the pre\·ious two. the Ga\'
Pride Masquerade Ball will be a time for ail
of us to congregate and enjo\' the end -of a
• rather dull \\int~r. On Apr(! i2. 1985 at the
Lewiston Multipurpose Center the e\'ent will
be complete with awards. entertainment and
cash prizes . The awards are presented to
members or organizations in the gav community who ha~·e helped in prom~ting our
cause. These people will be honored for
their achie\'emerits and recognized for the
outstanding example they display to us all .
Entertainment \\·ill be supplied by the audience itself and a show. Man\' will come
dressed in their most creatiYe '.m asquerade
attire to dazzle and display. We do low a
show . Cash prizes are for \'arious costume
categories and a door prize .
Attendance at the ball has increased
regularly . In 1984 there \\·ere O\'er two hundred . In 1985 that number doubled. It is anticipated that this year will find e\·en more
coming to enjoy. Not only do Maine
residents attend·. but people from all o\·er
New· England. Vermont. Connecticut .
Massachusetts and New Hampshire had
members of their communities present to
prove that our unitv extends bevond
boundaries .
·
·
Take out your engagement calendar right
now and mark the evening of April 12 as
committed. That Saturdav should find us all
in Lewiston together cel~brating our pride
or. if that doesn "t suit you . life in general.
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THE HITCH
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130 St.•John Street,
Portland, Maine 04102

(2()7)·761-1580.
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at the Performing Arts Center
27 Forest A~ue
772-0453 • Reservations Suggested

117 SPQING s~eE T
PORTLANO

WE 'VE COME A LONG WA'I, BABY
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Classifieds!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
PERSONALS
Newly renovated one bedroom apartment, Spring Street (Portland), $395 per
month plus utilities, Non-smoking,'-no pets.
Call 775-1021 or 774-771 l.
Female roommate needed - large sunny
West End (Portland) apartment. Off street
parking. Water view. $190. plus utilities.
Call 761-2026.

CONTEMPORARY HOME IN YORK,
MAINE - Live in secluded, attractive
home on 13 acre lot in desirable area near
Ogunquit beaches. Home has 3 bedrooms,
master bath with jacuzzi, central heated
atrium and workshop. Approximately 45
minutes to Portland. Offered at $139,900.
Contact Yvonne Jurkowski , Drown Agency of Saco, l-282-7552.
; ·· The ·rate for.-classifieds· is $4 for 30
:words, 10¢ for each additional word. For
personals add $2 for handling; All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Pa.per
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.
ask that you not use sexuallv explicit
language in your personals. Responses
to personals will not be openetl by Our
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice
m"nthly. _
~. _

w;

I

Portland area male, 38, active, healthy, intelligent, attractive, prof. and more. Open
to friendship and the possibility of,finding
that "significant other." If you're masc.,
secure, 30's, let's meet. Write advertiser
#10, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Me. 04104.
Slim, bearded, GWM, 45, 5'10", 140,
seeks slim gay liberal who is mellow yet
sincere. Would especially like to hear from
gays who are from northern Maine. Relationship intended. Write Occupant, Box
10442, Portland, Me. 04101.
SEEKING FRIENDSHIP/LOVER
GWM , 22, 5'9", 165, looking for 18-35
good looking guy for relationship. Likes
movies, music, dancing , quiet (and hot)
times at home. Would like to hear from
sincere guys within travelling distance of
northern New Hampshire. Write Advertiser
#11, c/o Our Paper, P .O. Box 10744,
Portland, Me. 04104 .
To "Bare Bottom" (February- Dear
Crabby). If you are a GM, I have a remedy
for your problem: I am 31 , GWM, 57",
135 lbs., nautilus, blue/ brown-blond.
Respond with photo/ phone. Jim, Box
.4341, Champlain Branch, Burlington, Vermont 05401.

Why ;1re so many gay men and
lesbians joining lli<D<DY'S?

e·

-·

The Return
of Macho an~ Friendly
by Bull O'Nee

In the past six months Officer Macho has
made 6 ,901 trips around the "fruit loop"
in Deering Oaks while on Fag Patrol for the
PPD (and while waiting for a cartoonist to
continue his story!) . Fed up, he storms into
'Sarge's office:
"Sarge, I've had it! I can't take another
day ."
" Don ' t be a wimp , Macho. It 's your duty as a pol ice officer to ... "
' 'I'd rather quit the force than spend
another day in these tight jeans. They're
making me impotent. "
" All right, stop whining. We need you for
a new project anyways . From now on you 're
on PORN PATROL."
" Porn Patrol? " Macho replies querily.
"Yep, we're enforcing that obscene ordinance . Your first assignment is to find the
biggest dildo in Portland and bring it to
me . "
"Dildo?"
"You know , 'a sexual device · for
manipulation of. . . ', Sarge wriggles
lasciviously .
" Oh , I get it, " Macho replies,
embarrassed .
Soon Macho enters the Sixth Deal
Bookstore. On the counter, standing upright
in size order are a row of objects similar to
what Sarge described. Some are made of
plastic, some are· wood, and sonre glass .
They range in size from six inches to one
foot. Shyly, Macho inquires of the clerk:
"Excuse me sir, are these dildos?"
"Right buddy, what'd you think they
were, Tupperware containers for Polish
sausage!"
"Well, I was hoping to find something a
fittle larger."

" So you want larger , do you? I have just
the thing." He reaches under the counter
and pulls out a giant 3-foot replica.
Astonished , Macho throws down a twenty, grabs the dildo and races for the door.
Unfortunately the obscene device slips from
his grip and lodges across the open doorway .
Macho struggles to free himself. Passersby
stare. Out on the sidewalk Macho works to
fit his prize into his cruiser. Finally, with
the help of other Sixth Deal customers he
places the base on the passenger seat with
the tip protruding lewdly out of the window.
As Macho races down Congress Street,
lights flashing , heads turn. At the police station Macho finds his car surrounded by a
drooling, gasping mob of street people and
Yuppies. In a reflex of self-defense, he grabs
the dildo by the balls and aims it at the crowd
as if to shoot. The mob flees.
Safely inside, Macho drags his prize into
Sarge' s office and places ft on the desk :
''Mission accomplished sir!''
"Good work, Macho. You'll get a medal
for this! That's the biggest.. . "
Macho, sweating with exertion (and pas- •
sion?) interrupts, "Sarge, I can see this is
going to be in the way here. I'll just take
it h9me for the weekend." Macho grabs the
dildo and heads for the door. Sarge blocks
his path and for a moment they are locked
in a struggle for possession, the mammoth .
plastic phallus pressed hard between their
sweating male torsos . Embarrassed, Sarge
backs off. "All right," he sighs, "but I get
it next weekend."
Next month: The Dildo Goes To Court.

A ·e

Because it is ai: effective and sensible
· · way to {ind compatible f1riends,
companionship and pe1rhaps
that- special -pe1rson.

BUDDY'S... NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE
Introduction Agency serving all In the -NEW ENGLAND AREA
(603) 880-7625
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New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay
and Lesbian Rights
P.O. Box 756
Contoocook, N.H. 03229
603-228-9009
Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou, Me. 04736 , ·
NLN Gay Phoneline, 498-2088
OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101
Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801'
UMF/Gay and Straiglit People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.)
UMF
Farmington, Me. 04938

Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass. 02117

Gay /Lesbian Spiritual Community
125 Vaughan Street
Portland, Maine 04102
207-773-1924

. Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P;O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112
Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

. USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights
(VLGR)
Box 281
Hinesburg, VT 05461
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) second Wednt:sday of the month
Fredericton, N.B. , Canada ·
. Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at 8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.
·
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance · Our Paper staff meeting - every TuesVLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay
day, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
(MLGP A) - every third Sunday of the
Rights) meets the first and third Thurs- ·
month. Meetings rotated throughout state. , Portland. New members are welcome.
day of every month at 7:30 pm at the
See Calendar listing for location and time.
Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon. - every Tuesday, · Peace and Justice Center, 186 College St.,
7:30 to 8:30 pm, First Parish Unitarian
Burlington.
Gay / Lesbian Spiritual CommunityUniversalist Church , 425 Congress St. , Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday of
125 Vaughan Street, Portland, Maine
Portland .
the month, Bangor City Hall, 7 pm. Call
04102. 7:00 p.m. 773-1924.
989-3306 for info. ·
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays Maine Connection AA Roundup, second
second Tuesday of each month, 7:30, UMF Gay and Straight People 's Alliance ,
(G.A.S .P.) - every Thursday at 3:30,
Sunday of every month , 2:00 pm, 125
Brunswick, call 729-9843.
·
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ. of
Vaughan St., Portland.
Bangor Area Gay /Lesbian/Straight Coalition ME., Farmington
' MONDAYS
, (BAGLSC), meets the second Tuesday of
every month at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer Womyn Who Write - second and fourth
·Feminist . Spiritual Community - every
Thursday, 7-9 pm, USM Women 's Forum
at 7:30 pm.
·
Monday at 7 pm, Friends Meeting House,
office, 92 Bedford St., Portland, 780-4083.
·Forest Avenue , Portland, 773-2294 , (come
WEDNESDAYS
early).

Thursday, Feb. 27
R.J . Bass will discuss " Women and
AIDS," AIDS Discussion Group, Our
Books, 4 Pine St. , Portland, 7:00.

Saturday, March 1
Tom Wilson Weinberg and Romanovsky
and Phillips in concert, Arlington St.
Church, Boylston and Arlington Streets,
Boston, $8. to benefit the Gay and Lesbian
· Defense Committee. For information and
reservations, call 617-542-3622.

Thursday, March 6
AIDS forum, Coffin School Auditorium,
Brunswick , 7_:30 pm.
Monday, March 10
"Hospital Protocol for Sexual Assault,"
Louise Czupryna, USM School of Nursing ,
Clubroom 4; Portland YWCA, 87 Spring
St., 7-9:30 pm.

Monday, March 3
,..,.
' 'The Criminal Justice System - Repor- ·
Saturday, March 15
ting a'nd Prosecuting Sexual Assault,' ' Sgt.
Mark Dion, and Asst. D.A. Maryellen
Bob Gravel ~efense Fund Night taking
,Place statewide. See notice inside this issue
Albanese, Clubroom 4, Portland YWCA, 87
for exact locations.
Spring St. , 7-9:30 pm.

Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous e~ery Thu:sday, s~ep meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Pansh · Umtarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
'FRIDAYS
"Free To Bee" Gay/ Leshian Alcoholic&
Anonymous - every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30,
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
Augusta.
Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7
pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
meetings.
·
Alcoholics Anonymous m~ts every Friday
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805
Lafayette Road, Portsmouth, N.H.

SATURDAYS
Free To Be Gay / Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake),
Lewistdn.

Tuesday, March 18
AIDS forum, UMF, Lincoln Auditorium,
LC-131 , Farmington, 7:30 pm .

